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Abstract
Welcome to The Mythic Circle #12. We apologize for the lateness of this issue. Tina’s triplets (!), bom in
March, slowed her down considerably over the past few months. They are now beginning to sleep at night,
however, and she anticipates returning to a normal pace soon. We appreciate your patience in the
meantime.
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The Bones Of Erin
by Linda Buchanan
hen her shovel hit something hard,
Sharonassumeditwasjustanotherrock.
They were so common in the Irish
countryside. But as she kneeled to brush
the dirt away, a glint of metal caught her
eye, and brushing more dirt aside, she
could see that a small chest was buried there. "David!"
she screamed, running toward the house. "Come 'out
here! Something's buried in the garden, and I think it
might be a treasure!"
Her husband was sitting at a large oak desk piled high
with books and papers. As Sharon's words penetrated his
barrier of concentration, nudging and squeezing their way
through the maze of technical jargon that filled his brain, he
looked up from his work, brown eyes blinking behind thick
glasses. Then he pushed his leather chair away from the desk
and followed her out to the garden.
Being an archaeologist. David was highly intrigued by
her discovery. He crouched over the "dig." using a trowel and
his bare hands to carefully enlarge the hole until the entire
chest was uncovered. "I've never seen anything like this." be
said as he gently lifted it out and placed it on the ground.
"It's so small," said Sharon, hovering over it like a hawk
eyeing its prey.
David studied the intricate embossing. "This is strange.
It appears to be pre-Celtic in origin, but it's in remarkably
good condition." He pointed to a beautiful design of intersecting rings. "Just look at this detail. The workmanship is excellent,"
"Do you know what it is?"
"No ...a jewelry chest, maybe. But whatever it is, I think
it has tremendous archaeological significance."
"Hurry up. Open it, David. I'm dying to see what's
inside."
He ran his fingers around the edge of the lid and tried to
lift it, "I don't see a Ioele on be.re. But for some reason it won't
open." He looked up at Sharon. "Would you get my tools for
me, Honey? Oh, and a cloth, too."
Sharon ran to the cottage, found David's tool box, and
lugged it back to the garden. Then she watched in eager
anticipation as he began the tedious process of loosening the
lid. With a cloth folded over the blade of a screwdriver to
avoid damaging the ancient metal. be deftly poked and pried.
"Here goes," be said at last, And as be slowly eased the
lid off, a tiny skeleton was revealed.
"My God!" said Sharon. "It's a baby!"
David was silent as his eyes searched the ancient and
fragile bones. Then he said, "No, it's not a baby. A baby's
bones wouldn't be as developed as this and the body proportions would be different, It's definitely an adult; a human
adult, And it has the narrow pelvis of a male."

"But, David, bow can that be? It's less than a foot tall!"
"I know, Honey. It's incredible isn't it,"
"Well, are you sure it's human?"

"Hmmm•. .Now that you mention it, I guess it could be a
little green man fran Mars." His eyes grew wide as he
whistled the theme from The TwilighJ ZoM. "Or maybe it's a
leprechaun. After all, this is Ireland."
"Ob, David, be serious. I just thought it might be an
animal or something."
"Sorry." be said with a chuckle as be ~the
lid
down. "I couldn't resist teasing you a little." Then his eyes
glazed over, talc:ing on his far-away look of scholarly concentration. "But I must admit, this is a fascinating discovtty
and it has apparently been here for aeons."
"Is it as good as that discovery in Scotland a few years
ago?"
"Ummm, what?" he said, blinking.
"The heather ale discovery in Scotland." she said. "Is it
as good as that?"
"Well. I don't know; really. That was an awfully interesting find...." Then a slight smile crinkled his face and be
dropped his professorial altitude. "Actually, this could tum
out to be even better." He grabbed Sharon around the waist
and Spun her around until her feet new out behind her.
"Thanks to you. my dear," he said. kissing her on the cheek
with a loud smack, "your husband is going to stand the
scientific community on its collective earl"
"Ob. David, really?" she said with a squeal.

"rm sure of it, So. I'd better get this to the lab right
away."
"rm going with you. Maybe I can help."
"No, Honey. You' d be bored out of your mind. Besides
you've got that delicious smelling roast in the oven and I'm
really looking forward to having it for dinner tonigbL I'll just
start a few tests today and the rest can wait 'til Monday."
"But I'm curious too. you know, and we don't even have
a phone out here."

"Listen, I promise I'll be back in time for dinner,
Sweetheart, and I'll report on my progress then." He wrapped
the cloth around the little chest and carefully placed it on the
front seat of the car, talc:ing great pains to avoid jostling the
valuable bones. Then he kissed his wife goodbye, and drove
away.

The Bradfords had been in Ireland for only a year. Before
that, they had been living in Austin, where David's expertise
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had earned him a professorship in the archaeology department at the University of Texas.

· Then in 1983, he came across a research paper from the
University of Edinburgh in Scotland. Scientiststhere had just
made an astounding discovery. A farmer, while plowing his
fields on the Hebridean island of Rum, had uncovered
neolithic pottery shards bearing traces of ancient heather ale.
Prior to that, heather ale had been considered a mythical
beverage, relegated to the realms of legends and folk tales.
When, two years later, another interesting lithic scatter
was discovered, this one in Ireland, the brilliant young scholar
applied f<X" and received a two-year fellowship for research
at the University of Dublin.
Afttl' arriving in Ireland, David had immersed himself in
work, relishing every minute of it Sharon, charmed by the
Irish countryside, had found a lovely stone cottage that was
only a forty-five-minute drive from the city.
As the sunlight dimmed to a dusty shade of mauve,
Sharon stepped outside and looked down the road that led to
town. It was a winding road that undulated over hills and
through valleys. past lush green fields bordered with low
stone fences. But there was no sign of David. The only
movement Sharon could sec was a single sheep grazing near
a patch of heather. "Damn," she grumbled. and shaking her
head, she turned and walked back to the house. I knew he'd
get wrapped up in his work. again and forgetto come bome,
she thought Now I'm stuck. oUJ here with no phone and no
car.
She ate dinner, alone as usual. Then she washed the
dishes and read. But after several hours- of jumping up often
to look out the window. she stepped outside again. Buttoning
her sweater against the chilly night air, she gazed at the full
moon as it flickered and faded behind a dense shroud of fog
that rolled across the moors. With it came an eerie stillness
that enveloped the land, blotting out light and sound as it
passed. Then,df in the distance, she thought she could hear
a faint skirting of pipes, followed by a shrill cry. A Banshee?
she thought with a shudder. Oh don't be ridiculous. It's only
the wind. But the air was still.
The next morning, Sharon arose tired and haggard from
a restless night, her sleep fitful and plagued with dreams of
leprechauns and skeletons. When she realized
that David still wasn't home, she felt more angry
than worried. Boy, will I give him a
piece ofmy mind when he gets hom«,
she thought. He's always doing this.

Of all the inconsiderate, self-centered, bull-headed ....
In the midst of her mental tirade, she heard a knock on
thefrootdoor.ItwasMichaelO'Casey,anelderlyfannerwho
lived down the road. "Good day to you now, Mrs. Bradford,"
he said, taking his hat off and holding it with both hands. "I
bate to be distnrbin' you, but I just happened to see an
automobile that looks a mite like yours stickin • out o • me peat
bog."
"Peat bog!" said Sharon. "Is my husband all right?"
O'Casey shifted his weight and fidgeted with the brim of
his bat "Well now, I didn't see him, but if you're wantin' to
go out there and have a look, I'd be pleased to give you a
ride."
As they approached the area. Sharon could sec that the

car had settled into the bog. nose down, mud oozing toward
the windshield. "Why in the world would be have driven way
over here? It's so far off the road."
"Well, maybe he saw somethin •that seemed deservin' of
a closer look.•
Sharon shook her head. "I don't think he would have
taken the time. He was anxious to get to the lab so he could
examine the skeletonwe found yesterday."
"Skeleton, you say?"
"Yes. It was a hwnan skeleton, but only about this tall."
She indicated the size with her hands. "I found it yesterday
while Iwas planting flowers. It was buried in our back yard
in a little metal chest."
"Saints preserve us." O'Casey made the sign of the cross
and shook his head sadly. "Oh, it bodes bad for your husband,
Ifear, lass."
"Why? What are you talking about?"

- .,,,,.
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O'Casey' s ruddy complexion paled and deep worry lines
etched his weathered face. "It's been long said that a man
should never go tamperin' with the graves of the little people.
Nothin' good can come of it,"

He glanced at Sharon and his expression softened slightly. "But, there now, I shouldn't be puttin' a fright in you like
that. My missus tells me that I do tend to ramble on a bit, The
~tis, there's been no talk of the wee folk bein' seen in these
parts for many a year; aye, many a long long year."
They called Constable Kevin O'Leary out to investigate.
He noted that the grass around the bog had been trampled for
several yards in all directions and that the car was spoUed,
inside and out, with mud and bits of grass. The only other clue
was a small piece of David's shirt caught in the door latch.
David and the skeleton were gone.
"It looks like he might have been dragged off," said
O'Leary, scratching his chin. "But it's stmnge; very strange,
indeed -- the grass all trampled down like it is."
Latel' that atternoon, as the sun faded to an ocher haze
hanging heavily over the afternoon sky, O'Leary drove
Sharon home, promising to let her know if anything else
turned up. She was still in a daze of disbelief as she entered
her cottage; the quaint and charming cottage that now seemed
so cold and still and empty without David. She walked into
his study, half expecting to see him there poring over books

and papers. But his big leather chair was empty. She glanced
around the room, her eyes lingering on a photograph they bad
taken during one of their many trips to the beach. Memories
washed over her, just as the waves had washed over _the
rock-strewn shore where she and David had strolled and
laughed so often at the antics of the sea birds. She reached out
to touch the picture, her fingers stroking David's face -- that
kind and loving face with the funny, curious furrowing of bis
brows when he tried so hard to understand her.

She felt a tightnes.9 in her throat and a stinging in her eyes.
And then the tears came, and with them, the aching admission
that David wasn't coming back -- the hollow feeling ·of
loneliness. Suddenly, she couldn't stand the confining walls
of the cottage. She bad to walk outside to the garden -- the
garden that had seemed so beautiful and full of promise the
day before.
As she apsxoacbed the spot where the chest had been
unearthed, she saw that the hole in the ground bad been
recently covered with fresh dirt, neatly tamped and smoothed
into place. And the small seedlings that she'd recently planted
were bent and broken as though they'd been trampled. It
couldn't be, she thought, falling to her knees and frantically
digging with her bare bands.
Then she struck something solid. ..•

To Christopher Columbus
by Gwenyth E. Hood

I wonder al the fervorofyow passion,
Yow dreams of glory, gold and splendid weallh,
the honor which you meant to leave yow children,
When you ceased yow anxious wanderings in the world;
A worldyou knew so well you'd find was round,
Though sane men shook their heads and called you
"dreamer,"
Before you ~d you knew you were a dreamer,
And you burned in every vein with anguished passion,
For even though you'd proved the world was round,
Youfoundii cruel and chilly,void ofweahh.
So, with nothing gained except an unknown world
You came home empty-handed to yow children.
I've heard your story told to many children
who wondered al the madness of a dreamer
Who believed there were such treasures in this world
as would ever be enough tofill his passion.
Your venture won another kind of wealth.
When they ponder this, their eyes grow very round.

To whom you left yow lu4ge and hard-won 'weallhF ar greater than you ever dreQ/ftJed,you dreamer,
and had you dret11Mdu, wonhy ofyour pas1ion:
Freedom and an undiscovered world.
And yet ii fails

to see, the wise old world,
which wonders why you cared tlll.ll ii was round,
when your searching brought you only ~la1passion.
So carefully it war111 ill eager children
Thal a grownup lear111 to cease to be a dreamer,
or ~s alone to leave behind no weallh.
The world thol say1 so has, Colwnbru, weallh
the same for which you vainly searched the world.
It feeds on yow estale and mocks 'JOU, dreamer,
and while the sphere you sought 1111111 rolllfd and rowul,
ii seldom cares to worry for ils children.
Their heads are much too fat to need yow passion.
But/, Colwnbru, seek yow weallh of passion;
Their sort of wisdom raisesfeeble children :
Since it's dretllMrs who makl! the world go round.

When I ponder this, my thoughts grow very round,
reflecting how ungrateful are we children
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Eleventh Hour
by Gwenyth E. Hood
I climbed down the dark and jagged path
leading on, down down, in the shadowed lands.
My Soul screamed out at every step,
in pain/orthe light that il had loved.
So once or twice I tried lo turn,
but the dagger-like slate gave under me;
I fell among the sliding rocks,
cutting my knees and thighs and/ace.
I rose wilh blood in my eyes and mouth
and I walked on down to the shadowed lands.
Soon I reached the yawning chasm
filled deep with a silent mUlnight cloud.
My eyes dropped heavy lo its root
in the root of the midnight whirled an eye
and this heart of the darkness spoke to me.
"Do you know my name? It is Despair.
Myrealm is witk and ever growing;
I have called you here lo give you counsel,
and by my advice youfindpeace.
Closeyour eyes, and no light shall sear your brain
Close your ears, and no sound can pierce your soul.
Speak not, and none can misconstrue your words,
Act not, and you will make no blunders.
Desire not, and nothing can be re/Usedyou,
Trust not, and never be betrayed.

Autumn Cleaning
by Gwenyth E. Hood
The autumn wind is sighing in the branches
to lift dead leaves and carry to the ground
the dried up spring buds, willed sun's romances,
and bear them off where all the past is bound.
When leaves last sprouted, Fortune smiled on me,
In summer's prime, her friendship still seemed true;
But in August's heat, she allered her decree,
and killedmy hopes as skies turned greyfrom blue.
Now wind, each tear like a weary autumn leaf,
Piles tear on tear within my frantic soul,
And smothers wilh us weight of nagging grief
All thought of change, all hope of being whole.
How bitter die the hopes of yes~rday;
Ah, blow my slain and shattered dreams away!
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Be not. For he who is not there
provides no targetfor the marksman's arrow.
Theserules shall free you from all care.
Do you know my name? It is Despair."
I stared into the empty darlc
and almost told him I was his.
I opened my mouth to make the pledge,
I lifted my footto take the plunge.
But the guttering light ofmy heartflaredup
bearing memoetes ofmy long-lost home,
and I cried, "Have I come to this dreary place?
Where is my sister? my father? my mother?
Why do I wander in barren hollows
where the loudest sneer is praised as the wisest,
and antique truths are tossed out wilh the trash?
This chasm holds nothing I wish lo share
For I know its name: u is Despair,"
Though weary andfootsoreI turned away
but the dagger-like rock slid under me
and I cut my knees and thigh andface
rising with blood in my eyes and mouth.
Still I turned my back on the swirling eye
and my soul was weepingforjoy.

The Bike Trail
by Jefferson Dukes
hey were killing the dogs when I met Kalie.
We were packed in with a gaggle of
Sunday-morning bikers, drawn together by
the sight of two unifonned policemen scuffling to ensnarea pair of enraged Doberman
Pinschers. Faces were grim; someone
gasped. Someone else said that the crazed animals had attacked a female jogger on our bike trail.
We watched as the sleek black-and-tans were forced
against a bridge abutment there in Rock Creek Parkway.
Snarling, leaping, they eluded the nets thrown without skill
by the youthful officers. The smaller animal, the female,
flashed streaks of blood on her bristling neck.
"Shoot them!" I shouted over the heads of the bikers.
"They are crazed beyond saving."
The younger lawman turned to glower at me. The female
Doberman saw the motion, and struck, bet teeth fmding the
man's neck. As quick as light, the youth drew his revolver
and fired. The slug tore through the dog's body. Five £eet
away, the other policeman drew his gun and shot the male
dog through the head.
The dark-haired woman standing with her bike next to
mine had cried out when I shouted my advice. When the
officers did shoot, she covered bu face and shook.
The people in the crowd dispersed in silence. The woman
stayed, transfixed by the sight, "YOU wanied them dead," she
said to me. Hu shoulders slumped, contrasting with her
healthy beauty. Her gray eyes flashed at me from a pretty
Latin face. She was near my own forty years of age.
"Because I wanted the young officers aliye," I told her.
Her grief was genuine. But I saw in her sorrow a vague kind
of compassion that cut across my grain. Weakness and indecision were repugnant to me. Since Vietnam I had done
well, surviving and then prospering. I lived by my private
code: quick, tough, and decisive.People respected these traits
in others; they respected me, Getting what I wanted had
become my habit since my four-year hell in Nam.
Strange for me though, was that what I most wanted right
now was to hold this wrong-headed woman's attention, to
keep her from disappearing down the bike trail. I was without
personal commitments--by choice, but lonely for iL As one·
of the myriad divorcees in the nation's capital, I sensed that
she biked alone and lonely, the same as I.
I spoke quickly, offering to explain. She let me order a
carry-out lunch from the stand at the rim of the bluff in
Georgetown, and agreed to ride with me on the C&O Canal's
tow path. We paralleled the Potomac river north of
Washington,D.C.,ashermoodbrightened.Myspiritssoared.
Thunderrumbled,but the May morning offered glimpses
of blue sky through the overcast as we pedaled past the
crumbling ruins of structures that once served the canal

enterprise. The leaves of autumns past carpeted the forest
floor that flanked the trail. We left behind us the District of
Colombia and moved into a primitive part of Maryland, given
over to wilderness f<r reasons unknown to us.
Kalie Andross, unmarried career woman, laughed as she
asked me about myself. She learned that I published. a
magazine, Vigilence. She stopped laughing when I said that
critics labeled it a manual for mercenary soldiers; I learned in
return that she was a lawyer, newly admitted to practice
before the D.C. bar. She awaited an invitation to become a
partner in the law finn for which she wodted.
We rode at a brisk race on the clay-packed surface. Hu
talk returned to the violence in the world, and people's
attitudes toward it, I sensed that Kalie's need was to measure
her convictions against my own.
"We are, all of us, knit together you know," she told me.
"All that lives. When one of us hurts, all hurl One rejoices,
and we all share in the joy." She gave me a tentative smile,
and waited. I liked everything about her.
"Forgive me, counselor," I intoned through a grin, "but
in a courtroom your supporting evidence would appear very,
vuy skimpy, I think."
She nodded, gauged my intent, and smiled. We pedaled
in silence for a minute. "Maybe. But the highest justice lies
in an unchanging truth: that whatever we do, the results come
back to us in time, and repay us in our own coin."
"That is Karma, as you well know," I said. "Some people
believe it, some do not, I haven't bought it yeL"
She then revealed a trait that I would see often in the short
time that Fate allotted us-a mannerism that caught me off
guard, and delighted me. In a twinkling, she· dropped the
thoughtful woman for the spark.ling girl. She grinned, gray
eyes shining. "Hungry?" She dipped off bu bicycle and
bounded through the knee-deep carpet of leaves toward a
distant rise in the ground. "There, the knoll. Super for a
picnic."
Ahead of us a rumble of traffic told of the llC8J1lCU of the
soaring Cabin John Bridge, that here spanned the river gorge
throughwhich we rode. I followed Kalie, admiring her moves
along with the mood of gaiety that she imposed on the dreary
landscape. She was filled with buoyant life, made. more
intense by her earlier brooding. She was moved by a mystical
concern f<r bu own invisible world, by which she to<* the
measure of our visible universe.
The large, knowing eyes, set above strong, model's
cheekbones, smiled at me as we ate. They moved to follow
my gestures, my facial movements, with the intensity of a
reader of lips, absorbing not only the words I spoke, but the
entirety of me as I spolte them.
I gave full answers to most of her questions about me. I
revealed much about my life, but I kept back from btz the
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sorry fact that my immediate affairs were crumbling fast: that
a lawsuit for libel. brought against me by a local left-wing
professor,would be heard the very next day; that even now a
line of peace-proclaiming pickets marched outside my
editorial offices in a round-the-clock protest against my
magazine; and that. after five years. my ex-wife' s lawyer had
reappeared with added demands upon me.
On this spot at this moment. on a bare hilltop amidst tall
trees and overlooking a set of stone ruins, I wiped out all
thought of my woes, and listened to the marvels of good
fortune that filled Kalie's life. I learned that twin sister Karin,
with whom Kalie lived. was nicely recovered from cancer

surgery; that Karin's 13-year-old daughter. Gretchen, was
blossoming in beauty and good spirits now that her mother
was safe; that a bank loan was assured so that Kalie could buy
a place because Karin would soon remarry and move away;
and atop it all. Kalie would the very next day conduct a
hearing with her senior boss-lawyer and no doubt earn the
invitation to become a partner.
Sharing these pleasures. Kalie crossed her arms, grasped
her own shoulders and embraced herself. swaying gently
from side to side. "And you, Maxwell Carver, strange maleperson, appear now at my door. Dare I open it?"
She offered a mock bow from the waist. and waited.
Before I could respond. lightning flashed, followed instantly
by a rifle-crack of thunder. A sudden wind. cold and stabbing,
set the new-fonned leaves to fluttering, as if in panic. The line
of the weather front was swift. stark, a black veil that raced
across the sky like a cosmic eyelid. I looked for protection
from the lightning strikes, for shelter against the certain
downpour.

A bolt of lightning struck a tall tree at the crest ahead of
us. The explosion tore at the eardrums, the
smell of ozone burned the nose. "Quick,
to the stone walls in the ravine," I said,
grabbing at the lunch foods.
Kalie fled down the slope, scattering
leaves as she tugged at her bike. The front
wheel dipped into a depression,jouncing
the bag of food from the wicker basket
"Keep going," I called.
I snagged the lunch and ran on. When
I overtook her, Kalie stood before what
appeared to be a wall of cemented stones
that pressed against the rise of ground
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it She kicked at leaves blown into an opening into a

dark interior in the hill mass.

"I'd stay away from there," I called to her.
As I spoke, a blinding flash and crack of lightning struck
close by. Kalie cried out, and rushed into the cave's mouth. I
followed without thinking.
Inside, I caught the scent of a living human body, a
reeking of filth and of fear, a combination I knew from my
months in the cubicle that was my prison cell in North
Vietnam.

"Out of here-quick, get ahead of me," I balked at Kalie.
I groped for her because she was lost to me in the gloom of
the foul place. My foot turned on a loose stone from the
ancient masonry. I stumbled. I flung my arms out for support,
but found empty space. I fellto my knees upon the stone itself,
an object the size and shape of a football.
Near where I snuggled to regain my footing, Kalie cried
out in terror. I thought I saw her move toward me, armoutstretched. In the next instant I knew that the moving form
could not be her, for it came from a spot where she could not
be.
I reacted by reflex. I rose to a crouch, knees bent, head
up, body poised, the football of stone clutched in both hands.
My brain filled-in the partial image in front of me. It showed
me the ebony hide of a Dobennan: wrong! there crouched the
black-pajama-clad figure of my enemy, Charlie, come from
Nam to foil at last my escape from him. I heard Kalie's cry
for me to run, to come away. But the figure before me had an
arm upraised, a hand in motion, and in that hand an object
that I believed would destroy me.
I struck with all my strength. With both hands I drove the
stone against the upraised hand. The force of the heavy
boulder drove the hand backward against the wall. I felt and
beard the snap of bones, the spurt of warm blood, a crunching
like glass. A scream of pain filled the chamber.
Kalie's own screams came now from outside the
enclosure. I turned and was shoved hard by the creature
looming before me. I fell and collided with the stone wall.
There was sudden quiet. Then, I saw in the opening the
silhouette of a large man, bending his head to pass through
into the stonny daylight beyond. I called to Kalie to flee. I
lunged through the opening, my stone clutched in my hands.
Outside, Kalie crouched five steps from where a giant
black man stood staring al the bloody stump of what had been
his right hand. Shards of green bottle glass hung from the
ruined flesh, clinging to the exposed tendons like fleck of
jade. The man's shirt and pants were encrusted with dirt.
Thoughreeking of muscatel, and clearly in pain, the tall figure
displayed an eerie dignity completely out of place. The large
head was almostnoble inbearing, the eyes wide-set, penetrating, with a knowing gaze. Whorls of white hair enveloped the
man's head like balls of clean cotton, freshly pulled.
The apparition held up to my view the remains of what I
had thought to be a weapon, but was in fact a wine bottle. His
gaze bored into me as he exhibited what I had inflicted upon
him. "I judge you insane, and I curse you among men," he

said. The deep voice reverberated like a war drum struck in
rage.
Kalie threw an arm before her face and staggered backwaid. The tall man turned then and ran into the thickest pan
of the forest, disappearing from sight.
"Drunken fool," I shouted after him.
Kalie~ I rode and pushed our bikes through the storm
that tore at the city without let-up. Near her home, a detour
took us through the notorious one-block street known as Key
Bridge Alley. Despite the storm, several hapless humans
buddied on the cobblestones beneath tatters of oil cloth and
cardboard. Kalie ·shrank from the sight of them. I hurried us
away from the sight of the derelicts. She was close to breaking
down, I believed. As I touched her elbow, she grasped my
wrist, "You must overcome the psycbic damage of his curse."
"Forget that wine-soaked crazy I" I called to her over the
blowing rain, "Wino brain, wino words--who cares!"
We were not expected by the couple at Kalie's home.
Karin's fiancee, Thomas Ames, burly but friendly at first
sight, let us in. The twin sister, Karin Andross Tumer, a wan
duplicate of Kalie, rose and fussed over us, and put us into
dry clothes. When the two people heard our story the man
laughed. He scoffed al the women's suggestion that the
incident be reported to the police. "Derelicts get banged up
all the time in this town," be said. "They have their own
channels to free medical treatment So don't worry about the
bum."
I agreed with him, and was telling them why when the
doorbell rang. The ring caused sister Karin to jump up from
her chair in embarrassment. "I forgot." she said to Kalie, "but
Daniel McGovern himself called for you. He )Vants to pick
up your papers on tomorrow's case so be can study them
again."
The senicx partner, Kalie's boss, stood in the center of
the room while the folder was brought to him. Tall, tan,
handsome, expensively dressed, and very much aware of
himself. be departed with a final word fcx Kalie. "So be sharp,

counselor. Much rides on tomorrow's shootout"
I went and changed back to my dry biking suit I returned
and was standing in the center of the living room, facing
Kalie, when I saw an abrupt change come over her features.
I turned to look where she looked. In the narrow hallway I
saw a beautiful girl-child standing and staring at me. Dressed
in gym clothes, she stood like a small replica of the two adult
women in the room.
When I faced her, she threw up her arms before her face,
She stifled a kitten-cry of disttess, her eyes brimming. She
turned and fled back down the-hallway. Kalie and Karin
uttered smalls sounds of alarm and rushed to follow the girl.
"Gretchen, dear, what on earth?" Kalie called. Ames and I
stared al each other. The bedroom door closed. The silence
pressed against me. I wanted very much to be out of this
house. and said so to Thomas Ames.
He wallced me to the doer. "She's just at that hysterical
age, Max," be told me. "Nothing to it, old man."
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I took my leave, more shaken by the day's events than I
thought possible.
· Safely locked inside my mid-city apartment. I stood and
stared at my face in the mirror. Whal, in God's name, could
the child have thought she saw there? Iturned away, embarrassed at having stared at myself.
Monday morning was from its very start subliminally out
of step. I felt a nervous vibration in the air. As I shaved, I
watched for my old pal the brown spider to make his morning
ramble through the clutter on my counter top. This day he
darted into the open, skittered in and out between the bottles,
then disappeared like some frenetic dancer, eager to exit the
stage.
Approaching my office building an hour later I was
surprised, then elated, to see no pickets in evidence. For three
months the premises bad at all times endured a squad of the
unwashed zealots for peace. Inside, Pete Stark, my head
attorney, perched on the caner of my desk, waiting for me.
He began talking as soon as be saw me, informing me in his
staccato voice that the protesters had thrown in the towel"The end of them, once and for all time," be said. Then,
without a breath in between: "Are you ready for item number
two, Max?" Not waiting, he told me, "Last night your exwife' s lawyer, the bum, called me. Grudgingly be told me that
the lady is getting married. You are free and clear there also,
Max," he crowed.

Not yet eightoclock, and two of my most implacable foes
hadsurrenderedduringthenighL "Somecurse,MisterWino,"
I muttered. Stark did not bear me, because he was talking
about the libel hearing.
At nine oclock Stark and I were at our seats in Courtroom
Number Two, rising for the emrance of the judge, come to
preside over this session of the suit brought against me by the
egotistical professor from the local university. His sole aim,
I was prepared to say, was to curry favor with the left-leaning
establishment now in power at the seat of government
I dreaded the outcome of this non-jury trial. Even Pete
Stark harbored fears that I could be hurt
Fifty-two minutes later, however, I was presented with
still another unexpected stroke of good fortune. With hardly
a delay between the summations and his verdict. the judge
ruled in my favor, unequivocally,completely.
Pete Stark pumped my band and beat upon my back. For
my part I felt the need to share my pleasure with someone
else. That someone would be Kalie. Black Sunday was behind
us; today the air was cleared. I bad good news to share, not
wino curses to debate about!
I shook off Stark and went to the public phone cluster in
the hallway. I dialed Kalie's office from the white-pages.
From a honey-voiced receptionistI learned that Ms. Andross
was in court, that she was, in fact. in Courtroom Number One,
ten steps from where I stood. As I moved toward the room,
the doors were flung open to disgorge a stampede of people.
A pack of reporters ran for the bank of telephones which
I had just lett, Excitement rippled through the dozen or so
people who passed me.
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Inside the courtroom, Kalie's back was toward me as she
stood facing Daniel McGovern. They stood inside the divid-

ing rail, close, stiff, intense. I stopped at the divider and
waited, still eager to share my good news.
Mcgovern's words to Kalie lashed across to me. " ...
speaks for itself. Consider it final Sorry, Ms. Andress," he
was saying to her. His face was flushed as he turned abruptly,
leaving Kalie to stare at his back.
She gathered up papers, slowly, dropping them into a
case in the dreamy way that a child allows sand to glide
through the fingers. She saw me and passed a hand across her
cheeks. Her eyes glistened in the harsh fluorescent light We
came to each otbec and I held her. "Are you okay?" I asked.
She nodded against my shoulder, pulled back and
laughed in falsetto. "Sure! I've just lost the biggest case of
my life, lost my shot at partnership, and lost the trust of my
boss. Sure, Max, I'm just great!"
I claimed the right to take her to lunch. She nodded
meekly. "Must call the office first," she said. She moved IO
one of the phones as a rep<Xt.er abandoned It,
I stared out at the overcast scene that included the Jeff erson Memorial and a sector of National Airport. and imagined
sunlight on the cherry blossoms, I felt lousy. I'd won all points
while Kalie was being kicked in the teeth. I remembered her
talk of Karma and wondered what good deeds of mime now
entitled me to good fortune from all directions. For an instant
only, like a crow among doves, the derelict's curse came back
tomymind.
Kalie's anguished wail snapped me from my reverie. I
reached for her as she let go of the phone. "It's Karin," she
sobbed. "She is at emergency. Her doctor called my office for
me."
I drove, and we made good time to the North Capitol
street address. 1bedoctor intercepted us at the nurse's station,
where he told Kalie that her sister's onset was a total swprise,
was extremely grave, and would require immcdiale surgery.
"Her abrupt failure of function has no basis that we can
identify, yet," be concluded.
At the bedside I stood behind Kalie as she touched her
sister, drawing her to awareness. The eyes, large and gray,
exact copies of Kalie's, opened and then focused on her
twin's face. As Kalie leaned and embraced her, Karin saw
me. She uttered a cry that was a terrified whimper. Her face
contorted in fear. She cowered behind her sister's body,
"Please go away," she croaked. "Please, Kai, not him."
I backed from the room, stunned beyond thought, Karin's
look, identical to that of her daughter the night before, struck
me like a physical blow. I closed the room's door and stood
in the corridor, shaken, bewildered, angry at God knows what
I fought against fear.
A pair of technicians entered the room and Kalie came
out, Ashen-faced. tearful, she spoke to me with effort I
imagined her draining off her strength into bee twin. "There
is more than what the doctors know," she told me. I waited.
"Thomas Ames bas disappeared.
ft

I took a second to remember the bluff fiance. "Disappeared bow?"

"The bank called Karin early at home. Thomas has run
away with funds. They're checking on last night's late
flights."
"Good God!" The man soon to marry Karin, soon to
adopt Gretchen as his own child, the man arranging Kalie's
home loan, a male mainstay for these three women-bad
pulled off the world's oldest dirty trick.
·
"She is so terribly afraid, Max," Kalie was saying. "That
is why she reacted to you-because of Thomas."
I loved Kalie fa trying, but I knew there was more ti> it.
There was a strain of craziness flowing around us. Too much
was happening too fast, too much that made no sense: my
sudden happy outcomes; Kalie's equally sudden disasters.
The buzzer at the nurse's station sounded a series of
quick bursts, Crepe-rubber soles squeaked on the waxed tile
as the ward nurse ran into Karin's room. From hidden
speakers a voice called for Karin's doctor. Kalie moved
toward the room door. It was opened as the nurse came out
She took both of Kalie's hands. "I am sorry, Miss Andross.
Please wait here for the doctor." When Kaliejerked her hands,
the nurse continued, "You cannot help her now."
Kalie turned toward me, opened her mouth as if to speak
but made no sound--and collapsed to the floor. As surely as
if she had spoken, her look blamed me for evil.
I dropped down with the nurse to Kalie's side. From that
position I saw Gretchen. The girl stood at a tum in the
corridor, statue-still, a book bag hanging from a shoulder.
Again I was struck by how very much her features matched
exactly those of her mother and her mother's sister.
The physician arrived out of breath, touched Kalie briefly, gave orders to the nurse, then disappeared into Karin's
room. Male aides came and joined the nurse over Kalie. I took
a few tentative steps toward the child, extending my hands to
her. Her tiny, child-face held no expression, the features
composed and unmoving, a wooden mask. The eyes too were
immobile, fixed upon something somewhere else, not following my movement as I drew nearer.
"Mom is dead," she said to the air between us. Then to
me, "Did you kill her?" She stepped backward--once, twice,
more--a slow-motion flight from me, from something she
knew and that I did not know.
The nurse moved past me to the girl. The crisp squeal of
her shoes brought back reality to the moment, restoring
purpose to what was going on. She led Gretchen to a side·
room, making comforting sounds as they walked. She closed
the door in my face, for which I was grateful.
I sat in the orange plastic chair beside the avocado plastic
chair and pawed magazines that I barely saw. Time passed
slowly as I waited, helpless to stop the weaving of a pattern
about me, the strands of which were beyond my control and
my understanding. I endured, angry, aching to place the
blame upon someone, or something.
At last four people approached me along the glistening
corridor. They were the doctor, the efficient nurse, the child

Gretchen, and a matronly woman in street clothes with a
plastic badge attached. The adults wasted no time on
preliminaries. The doctor informed me that Kalie would
remain a patient under observation. The nurse added that the
patient would have no visitors. The woman with the Social
Services ID asked that I serve as Gretchen's overnight guardian, until the Service could "make arrangements." "In the
absence of relatives," the lady explained, "this is more
desirable than placing the child among total strangers
tonight."
I looked at Gretchen. "Do you want me to take you to
your home for the night?" I asked her. She stared with listless
eyes. I was not sure that she heard or saw me. I did not like
any of this. I looked at the doctor.
"I have sedated her mildly for the night," the man told
me. "You would be doing everyone a service, I assure you."
The nurse nodded, and the matron nodded.
"You should not tarry, Mr. Carver," the social worker
told me, "The child needs to be resting even now in the
comfort of her own surroundings."
I dared not tell them why I was afraid. Confronted as I
was by three professionals in this place of healing, my misgivings lost substance, became ridiculous, absurd. "Of
course," I said.
On the drive to Georgetown, Gretchen responded with
small, meaningless sounds to my auempc.s to ca1kto her. I gave
up, concentrating instead on skirting the mouth of Key Bridge
Alley with it s tribes of curbside panhandlers. I drove rapidly
up the steep incline to the comfortable neighborhood nestled
on the bluff above. When at last I found a parking spot around
the comer from her home, the girl ran to her own door and
stood mutely until I arrived with the key entrusted to me by
the matron.
Upon entering the house, Gretchen disappeared from my
sight. I heard her bedroom door close and lock, and I breathed
easier. I found Ames' pajamas and robe which I had worn the
day before. I took a beer and leftovers from the refrigerator,
then seuJed onto the sofa. l munched and thought through the
events of the past forty-eight hoers,
Earlier, in the light of day, I had cettainly notbelieved in
the power of curses, hexes, or similar nonsense. Now I could
not shake the insane thought that the derelict's curse had gone
awry, showering me with blessings while striking all good
things from Kalie's life. I had met her banker, and benefactor,
and within hours the man had absconded with Kalie's dreams
and hopes. I had met her powerful boss-lawyer, and hours
later the man had fired her fa incompetence. I had met her
twin sister and within hours the woman had died from
mysterious causes. I had met the child dearest to Kalie, and
engendered in her a hatred beyond reason to explain. And
even as these tragedies struck, my own world was cleansed
of its troubles without effort from me.
At some point my thoughts dissolved into images. The
smell of wet, rotting leaves pervaded a setting of storm-rent
forests, a scene invisible but for bursts of lightning that tore
the air, revealing tortured creatures frozen in a macabre
tableau. Doberman Pinschers stood rampant upon muscled
legs, teeth forever bared and bloody; a large black man with
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cotton for hair waved the dogs onward with the bloody stump

of a battered hand. Ahead of the dogs, and their object, Kalie
crouched behind her bike, arms upraised to me as I stood
above the danger-untouched, unmoved, unafraid.
Kalie's cries grew more urgent, her shrieks reverberating
in my brain as no dream sounds could do. I came up from the
couch fully awake, The cries came from Gretchen's room. I
ran to her door and called to her. I pleaded with her to say
something that would let me help her against whatever she
feared.
"I want Aunty Kalie," she said at last, "I want to go to
bu. Please, oh please."
I knew her hysteria to be very real. I was terrified by its
potential for harm. "All right. I'll get dressed. I'll go and get
the car, and you wait inside the doorway for me."
"Nol I want a taxi--alone," she fairly screamed at me.
"Gretchen, it is three A.M. I will not allow you in a cab
on these streets."
There was a pause, then a snap of breaking glass. "I will
cut myself," she called. Her voice was dry sand now.
Islammed my shoulder at the door. She screamed. "Stop
or I will. I swear it."
I backed away. Itried to speak with something like calm
reassurance. "Look, you can ride in my car's back seat, like
in a taxi. Gretchen, only ten minutes will it take from right
now. A cab might not come for an hour. Please, Gretchen,
you know what the streets are like at the foot of this hill." I
listened and heard sniffling. "I'll get the car now. You be at
the door.""
I ran to where I'd left the car, and prayed that no sleepless
neighbor looked down upon me--robe awry, loafers without
socks, pajamas three sizes too large, and running in a frenzy.
I levered the car from the parallel slot and turned the corner
toward the townhouse. The beam of the headlights caught a
flash of white that dashed past the low wall at the far property
line. It pointed toward the bluff overlooking the thoroughfare
below. The front door of the townhouse stood open. I left the
car and ran after Gretchen. Beyond the lot line the grass gave
way to an erosion trench leading downward toward the
orange-tinted street lights eighty feet below. I glimpsed
Gretchen's small figure as she ran onto the strip of asphaltcovered bike trail that here paralleled the street She glanced
to left and right, then darted toward the row of unlighted store
fronts a hundred yards away, the same store fronts that
clustered about the mouth of Key Bridge Alley. I called out
as she disappeared again from my sight.. As I ran stumbling
down the rock-strewn gully, I formed a megaphone with my
hands and shouted. I choked on my words as I saw the
white-clad girl emergefrom the darkness. She ran now in my
direction. I saw a dark form running behind her, overtaking
her. I sprang forward, bounding, and missed my stride. My
foot crashed into a hole, and I tumbled. I lost control completely, smashing forward, rolling, striking sharp edges as I
neared the bike trail below me. I fell the last four feet,
face-first In the· orange-colored light and in slow motion I
saw the asphalt as it floated up to meet me. On the spot where
I was destined to crash a stone the size and shape of a football
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lay in wait for me-rny weapon of the day before. Pain and
despair, and finally blackness, swallowed me.
The two policemen who knelt over me were those who
had killed the dogs. The younger officer now assisted me to
my feet and supported my bloody form as the other officez
read me my legal rights from a laminated card which be held
before a flashlight.
"What in God's name?" I asked when the man reached
end of the Miranda litany.
"Sir, as we just told you, we have placed you under
arrest-the charge is rape and murder."
I looked toward the line of store fronts at Key Bridge
Alley. In the glare of Halogen beams and flashing red and
blue lights I saw for an instant the fragile white form on the
gurney before the body bag was closed .. I saw no more, and
did not want to see or to hear or to know more-ever,
In Courtroom Number Two Pete Stark and his co-counsel whispered while keeping in sight the closed door leading
to the judge's chambers. I could not hear what they said, and
did not want to. Pete turned to me and shook my shoulder to
get my attention. "Please, Max, it is now or never. Please
come alive and say that we can use the Vietnam thing. Your
record will save you." I jerked my shoulder from his grasp.
Just then the heads of the people in the close-packed room
turned from us to stare at the other door, the public entrance
in the rear of the room. Murmurs, and a ripple of gasps, came
from the crowd. I lifted my eyes and saw ablack-veiled Kalie
move slowly on the arm of the assistant prosecutor to a seat
beside his own.
"Oh, Jesus, it's her all right!" Pete Stark hissed to his
colleague.
The bailiff intoned his "All-Rise" and we stood.
The chamber door swung open on silent binges, moved
by hands unseen.
From the chamber's dark interior the robed figure of the
presiding magistrate emerged and stood for a moment in the
doorway.
Then the judge moved his tall, majestic form to the bench
in regal strides. Whorls of white hair, like new cotton, shone
in sharp contrast to the man's black features. With deliberate
care he adjusted his robes and took his seat.
the

He raised his arm from his lap, grasped the gavel's handle
in the gleaming stainless-steel claws of a prosthetic hand, and
announced the commencement of my trial for the rape and
murder of Gretchen Kalie Turner. I thought he smiled as be
looked at Kalie and then directly at me. But I can never be
sure of it, because my keepers tell me it was at that moment
that I went insane.n

RISING IN THE NIGHT
by RamonaM. Czer
hen Gina sprang out of bed that night she did
it joyfully. Her eyes swept open at once, her
legs from the thighs to the toes felt life in
them. As usual, she hadn't really heard anything, but some current of need must have
flowed from the other bedroom and jerked her
awake, and this time her body· responded with a strange
willingness.
I'm naked, she remembered as she passed the cotton
ghost hung on her door knob. On any other night, she stopped
to put it on, changing the lwninous quality of her skin into
something motherly. Tonight, it seemed unnecessary. Let
them see me, she thought
She entered their room. Leanne, her oldest. lay on top of
the blankets, legs splayed, her nightgown pushed above bee
waist. In the moonlight, her white belly looked like somealtar
stone tumbled from its height Carefully, Gina pulled out the
covers from underneath the girl. The chill on Gina's own skin
receded as she brought the blankets up and over the child.
Tucked in, Leanne pulled in her arms and legs and snuggled
down in unconscious appreciation.Gina felt the joy inside her
leap higher. She turned to Jessica.
Jesse's thumb was poised two inches from bee gently
sucking lips. Some sweet milky dream, Gina mused, and her
breasts tingled. She reached for a diaper from the changing
table to press against them. She felt warm milk soak into the
material under her fingertips. The contact made bee think of
Anthony. Did we make love last night? she wondered. It
amused her that after five years of marriage it often took
awhile before she could remember--yesorno. The nakedness
helped,a definite clue. Oh, yes, we did, she recalled, after they
had munched on cheese, sausage and crackers in bed. We'd
forgotten a scissorsto open the tough plastic wrapping around
the sausage and had laughed at Anthony'sinept carving away
at it with a steak knife. He'd held the knife against bis hairy
knees and made a silly buzz saw noise while hacking away at
it The waterbed, she remembered, had heaved and rocked.
Gina loved such moments, but now Anthony lay asleep
back in their room while this fierce and wakeful joy demanded
attention.She decided to rouse the baby. Perhapsreleasing the
milk from her breasts would help appease this wild thumping
of her heart.
"Jesse, Mommy's here. Want some milka?" The weight
of the sixteen month old felt good in her arms, the sleepy head
curving into the hollow of Gina's neck. She rocked the baby
rhythmically as she walked into the hallway and down the
stairway.
Usually when she carried Jesse her feet studied each step.
After all, the baby's twenty-five pounds took both arms to

support. Tonight, however, the stairs didn't even seem to be
there, or else her feet had some new ballet-likeassurance that
made a dance out of the descent.

The two of them floated together into the living room,
with Jesse finally awake enough to grasp Gina's right nipple
bard now with two chubby fingers.

Gina didn't want to sit in her usual nursing nest, the far
end of the couch by the parson's table. A murder mystery,
another diaper to catch drips, even a tube of 1xeast cream
waited there for her, but tonight she wanted to feel elemental,
like a native woman with nothing to do but dream and give.
Even the wicker rocking chair looked too comfortable, although she knew the slats would press against her back. What
she really craved was to sit out on the open porch, maybe on
the railing and kick her feet against the wet hyacinth bushes
below. She knew she couldn't though. What ifsomeooe saw
her whiteness in the moonlight. clasping her baby to her like
the only real and necessary covering? What if they told Anthony? No, it wasn't possible. Maybe if she lived alone er if
no one else mattered.

"Milka. Mama," Jesse was chanting. As a compromise,
Gina opened the outer door and pulled the wiclcel'chair in front
of the screen,balancing the baby on one hip as she did it "Just
a sec, sweetie. This way we can feel the breeze at least" She
sat down and let Jesse find the breast she wanted. She leaned
back. The high night sky, the stars, the eerie green and billowing trees lay behind the meshed screen door, a world close but
beyond her. She soaked them in as best she could.
As Jesse drank. she patted her hands against Gina's skin
in some funny panem, One slap to the chest, one to the back,
then both together and repeat When the milk let down fully,
the baby half-closed her eyes in ecstasy. It seeped out a little
from the comers of her mouth, but she gulped and it disappeared.
The night air stroked them, tugged at the baby's wispy
hair, tangled it gently. Maybe Someone's invisible hand even
played with it, or breathed on it, Someone large out there,
awake and watchful The thought made Gina relax her back
against the slats. Let Someone else worry for once. She felt
the bard wicker press into the flesh on her shoulder blades.
Somehow it felt exciting, this minor pain that made you
recognize your body and its finite thresholds.Worries did that
too, but not so pleasantly. They made each day pulse with
probability. Would this be the day Jesse woke up with a rare
disease or Leanne forgot the spanking she got last month for
skipping in the street. Gina believed if she worried bard
enough,pre-thinking every posstole happening,then it would
be defused and no longer possible. Isn't the horrible always
the unexpected?Sometimes she wondered though if the sin of
worrying would be turned against her. Perhaps Someone
would use her worries for the blueprint of her life.
This dark thought pushed against Gina's heart now,
making her squirm in imagined agony. Jesse lost the nipple
and sat up. Heavy and sleepy, she tried to nestleback down to
it, but Gina made her tum around to face the other one. No use
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for air. I must get her back to bed, was all she let herself think,
but part of her wondered if even that mauered,

going back to bed half emptied, she reasoned, touching the
hard breast still full of milk.
When Jesse had settled down against her, Gina thought
of another reason she was sure something waited to snatch
them all away. She could never picture them as older, as
teenagers, <I young mothers themselves. All she could conjure up in her mind were hazy images of pinhead baby faces
perched on top of floppy breasts and round hips. Was that
because they never would climb up into adulthood or because
she just had no imagination? How could those curving cheeks
tum into angular profiles? But then she never saw how people
resembled their baby pictures either, but like everybody else,
she politely pointed out wide eyes and strong chins.
Why am I so wide awake, Gina wondered. Usually she
lay against Anthony's hairy back as if she never desired to
rise. This heaviness worried her even, the almost lustful need
to sleep on and on, no matter what happened or who called.
Since the girls rarely cried out for her anymore, the old
conditioned wakefulness, the unselfish Pushing aside of
sleep's seduction, had disappeared. Now, just when night had
become their own again, she brings Jesse down here to spoil
her with a midnight snack, Gina wondered if Anthony knew
she'd slipped away. He'd be angry if Jesse's ten hour night
pattern had been ruined. She couldn't blame him really-night
had become their surest refuge, the opiate they shared under
one light blanket.
Jesse lay asleep, the nipple just beyond her lips exhausted
of its supply. Gina felt suddenly chilled by the breeze blowing
through the screen and shut the door with her fool She didn't
wann up. Io fact, she began toshiverharder,alloverherbody,
like a woman afttt delivery when the warmth of life inside
has been pushed out, leaving her chattering uncontrollably.
An ache, cold and jagged, spread across her chest and
down her stomach. What's happening to me? Is it indigestion
or tiredness or something w~? She stood up to carry Jesse
back to bed. The shivering kept OD, but it seemed mostly
surface now as if only her skin had a sheen of ice on it, while
the inner substance writhed on, warm and alive. The stairs
loomed ahead. No longer could she dance on them. Her heavy
feet lunged up each step. If not foc her seething soul, her body
felt as if it would thump back down the stairs. She toiled
upwards, sweating now.
The temptation to somehow let go of something was

great, Not Jesse, that kept her focused on moving forwardsno, it was more like reality or the feel of her toes on the carpet
The baby slept OD in her anns, undisturbed by Gina's gasps
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Finally she reached the landing and stumbled into the
girls' bedroom. Leanne lay curled under her blankets still
Gina tumbled Jesse into the crib and tossed her pink blanket
over her shoulders. Now she had to wake Anthony. He'd
know what was wrong with her, probably laugh it off even
with a roll of his eyes. "It's just gas-I get pains like that all
the time," he'd say. She'd believe him and lay herself down
against the comfort of his body. It wouldn't pass easily, not
this pain, but she could work through it beside him. As if to
taunt her hopes, the pain hurled itself in all directions of her
body. This was something unreal, bigger than fear, she realized, She gripped the door frame for its solidness. It had none.
She pushed at the door. Slowly it seeped open, like a wound
that is caused by gradual unhurried pressure. I must call him
to come to me, she thoughL His name was in her mind, behind
her lips, but instead she heard her own name screamed. The
sound of "Gina, Gina. .. Gina!" echoed throughout her, in her
brain, down the length of her trembling body.
She saw a strange picture. Anthony was sitting up in bed,
turned towards her, but not towards the Gina she was in the
doorway, bot towards the body she'd left behind in her bed,
the first Gina who lay stretched out in white splendor and
bloody upheaval. Embedded in her chest several inches stood
a steak knife. Her anns stuck out on either side, her hands
clenched in the covers. Her face frowned but more in confusion than in fright, Even as Gina stared at herself on the bed,
her own pain and chill faded, the light joy of so long ago
returned and she could look at Anthony again, relieved.
Had he absorbed the pain instead? His arms clutched at
Gina's inert body, shaking it crazily. He screamed over and
over "My God, my God!" Io the doorway, Gina tried to move
towards him to touch his shoulders with calm fingers, but she
couldn 'L Even the tears on her own face felt old and distanL
The sight of his tenor, his ~bing out of the bedclothes
towards the phone, seemed sad rather than dramatic. She
wished she could explain something to him, but it wasn't clear
to her what. The blood loosed red and glistening, bubbling
up like laughter. The steak knife was the punch line. They
should have known better than to leave it carelessly on the
bookshelfs above their bed, especially considering their wild
love making, especially OD a waterbed where it could become
lodged against the frame in an upright position, just waiting
to say "Ha, the joke's on you!"

Almost effortlessly, Gina stepped away from Anthony's
turmoil for a last glance at her daughters. Leanne lay uncovered again-or had she ever been covered? Jesse's thumb
was poised two inches from her gently sucking lips. Some
sweet milky dream, Gina mused. The sight of them, baby-soft
in sleep, passed away from her. She stood in their room and
felt it all pull away, the mothering, the loving, the worries.
Curtains fluttered against her breasts, down her stomach and
thighs. Night air touched from all sides, breathing with and
for her, and gradually teaching her to do it also. She inhaled
deeply, the fragrance of it amazed her, made her feel more
alive and awake than could be possible, as if the need or
thought of sleep would never trouble her again. How easy it
is, she thought, to rise beyond it all at last.O

THE WHITE QUEEN SOLILOQUY
by lala heine-koehn
A trumpet wakes her from her
sleep. The long wailing notes
disturb the heavy folds of her
bed curtains; the lace
on her pillowsflutters
like wings of a bird in flight.
The staccato beat of hooves
again.st stone, the sputter
and snort of reined horses drifts
in from the outside.
On each horse, one black
one white, a knight is sitting
his raised lance piercing
the dawn; black on white, white
on black, the square flagstones
pave the court.
She knows the pattern by heart.
The stable boys in grey garb
resemble sparrows; herd
together under the turrets.
Pointed shadows reach like fingers
touching her windows.
All are waiting to greet
the master.
She has a white lamb tied
to her bed post, a long pink
ribbon knotted around its neck.
It walks to and fro, as far
as the ribbon allows.
Open the door, she orders

the lamb. Obediently it walks
toward it, stretching the ribbon
taut, nuzzles the door handle,
swinging it open. Three men
carry in each hand a pheasant
on a silver platter, the twisting
beaks and wings tied with red
ribbons. They arrange the birds
on her bed, then disappear
on silent feet.
Avoiding their eyes
she begins to pluck the birds,
placing the feathers one by one upon
her coverlet.
Open the window, she orders
the lamb. In her bare feet
she walks toward it, tossing
the feathers into the breeze.
They flutter and float, spiralling
in the early mist.
She picks up the birds. With gentle
fingers she tightens their knotted
ribbons, sits them upon the stone
breastwall, pointing their beaks
toward the meadows and woods.
Fly my lovelies.flyshe whispers,
pushing a silver arrow into her hair,
coiling her plaits around it.
She too is ready to greet
her master.
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THE SEDUCTION OF YAHU-EL
BETSHINTAV
by David Sparenberg
ecently an angel of heaven descended to earth.
She was not one of the fiery seraphim. Nor was
she an androgynous angel, an ofan. Her name
was Yahu-El BetShinTav and her origin was
among a lesser order of the heavenly hosts.
In her earthly guise, Yahu-El was tall and slender, it
being a·matter of some difficulty for an angel to bear too much
physical weight. She had large, brown eyes, reminiscent of a
young deer. Her silken hair, dropping straight to the small of
her back, was the color of Oriental ink. Her complexion was
the color of dark brown sugar and her face conveyed a
captivating blend of sensuality and refinement.
Outwardly, Yahu-El was a remarkably beautiful woman.
Her only flaw--and this an invisible one-was the extraordinarily large opening in the bone plates at the top of her skull,
from which an incessant flow of energy issued, linking her
life with the worlds above.
Angels, as is widely understood, possess no individual
knowledge beyond that with which providence provides their
specific rank. Hence, with the exception of the Ancient of
Days and those towering, formidable archangels who come
before the throne of glory, they do not have our human sense
of contemporary history. Angels live instead in the dimension
of mythical time, fixat.ed on the mysteries of the beginning
and the end, forever reenacting some sacred ritual or drama.
(It is because of this mode of temporal appreciation that
angels and earlier generations of mankind were so intimately
involved. As it is written in the beloved Torah: "It was then,
and latec, too, when thenephilim appeared on eartb--wben the
divine beings cohabit.ed with the daughters of men, who bore
them offspring. They were the heroes of old, the men of
renown." The significance of which is to teach us that the
antediluvian heroes, as well as the later great ones in the house
of Israel, were giants of the spirit. They bad learned to
understand and activate the angelic portion of the human
soul.)
Notwithstanding this deeper but more delimiting nature
of experience, all angels have a distinctive sensibility toward
issues of justice and injustice. It was this latter faculty, in fact,
with its measure of independent speculation, subtly attuned.
like the balances of a jeweler's scales, that pennitt.ed Yahu-El
to decide in favor of her earthly visit.
Initially the idea present.ed itself in a dream, as a sort of
shadow, whose slender voice whispered seductively in ber
inner ear. As the dream recurred, in that special way angels
have of dreaming when the dream becomes lifelike, as if it
were a wish instantly embodied, Yahu-El felt compelled to
confide in others of this peculiar yearning, haunting her
intellect and heart.
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"Hush, El BetShinTav!" she was cautioned. "It is not
wise to give every strange thought a nest to roost in. Or every
stray bird a voice with which to sing."
Whenever she persist.ed in presenting her case, the rebuttal was always: "El BetShinTav! Do you need to be reminded
of our brother, Lucifer, once the brightest among us? How he
fell, with so vast a multitude in his wake, like a huge comet
dragging its heavy tail ten thousand miles behind it! Would
you be of that kind?" she was questioned with stern rebuke.
Then she dropped her head, abashed.
No, Yahu-El did not need such dreadful warnings. The
very mention of Lucifer was enough to make her shudder.
And yet, for all of her powerful dread of going astray, the
dream insistently pursued her.
Over and over it presented itself as a hazy, elongated
figure, who held in her cupped hands a shining blue sphere.
From this miniature replica of earth a hundred billion small,
symphonic soWlds arose, bleeding into a single note of invitation and longing. This plaintive tone, swelling up from the
spinning ball balanced in the fingers of the contoured fog,
poured into the young angel's head; sometimes like sweet,
sorrowful weeping, sometimes like a storm of complaint.
What was Yahu-El to think? Her piety concluded that
this vision, as with all else in her angelic world, came as a
strong message from God.
So it happened that one summer's evening, as the sun
was disappearing behind the Pacific rim, the heavenly
dweller, Yahu-El BetShinTav, swam down on a late fading
ray of sunlight. And her virgin feet for the first time touched
the body of adama, earth, planet of the race of Adam.
From the beginning, Yahu-El was offended by the world
of men. Not nature, which in many respects was still beautiful,
even modestly beavenlike, but the destructive works which
men had made affronted her every sensibility.
There were the nighttnarisb impressions of so many
sprawling, crowded urban centers, slithering with artificial
glamor and crime, panting arrogantly under dense clouds of
industrial pollu tion. The waterways choking with toxic
waste. The disruption of so many vulnerable life forms. The
unnatural diseases, breeding off the unnaturalness of human
self-sufficiency. And the domination of the planet by an
irreverent will toward exploitation and defeat.
Yet as genuinely horrendous as these external features
were, they only served to inform her angelic intellect-which
an angel experiences with every modicum of energy her
identity possesses--that, by the universal law of correspondences, these symptoms but pointed inward to the direful
crises of the human soul.

It was in the raw and naked streets of men's cities, and
in the unclean depths of men's and women's eyes, that
Yahu-El encountered the causes of her greatest woundings.
The vulgar and ugly circuses of violence: slander, assault,
rape and murder. The despoilments of poverty.Neglect of the
sick and elderly. The homelessness and prostitution of
children. The addictions: drug, alcohol. varieties of hatefostering isms, degenerating immorality, and cultural and
political perversities.
But beyond all else, she was shocked by the callousness
and indifference of humanity toward its own kind. To YahuEl it seemed as though the most rudimentary mammalian
instincts had been eclipsed, as if the most ordinary responses
of the soul were anesthetized, (For indifference is a faculty
wholly absent from the possibilities of the heavenly hosts.
Each and every angel, having been created from some particular sympathy of the Ancient of Days--whether that attribute be harsh or soft, brooding or luminous-is incapable
of this ultimate failing.)
During her early weeks on earth, Yahu-El BetShinTav
frequently stopped strangers in the streets, complaining to
them in a commonly angelic fashion. Passionately she would
lament; "O how the one winged dove drips blood on these
failing houses!" Or: "The blinded bride will not be wed. The
wedding gifts are stained with weeping. Hush! There is
mourning beyond the silver gates, wailing beyond the gold.
The orchard is laid waste."

while his large, bony hands lewdly caressed his narrow hips.
He pranced sideways, then a little forwards, shaking his
dye-streaked hair like a mane.
Noting that this antic did not make a favorable impression, however, the stranger resumed his speech in a sober
tone. "You are certainly not one of these pathetic earthlings,"
he frankly informed Yahu-El. "That fountain gushing from
your headtop, refreshing your body with a shower of scintillating colors, points to a higher origin. I've lost the geyser
myself. But I'm not so dim that I can't tell the difference
between matterand energy-between their kind and ours." He
winked, but then looked hard at Yahu-El, the former expeession of anger flowing back into his diseued eyes.
Startled by both this direful gaze and the implications of
the ~·s
statement, the angel straightened he.rself apprchei.Wvely. "No! But you are not--" she halted abruptly, as
a quiver of fear rippled nervously over her face, distending
her nostrils, clenching her teeth, fluttering he.r eyelids.

"'0 Lucifer, light-bearer,
brightest of the sons of heaven!
How you have fallen from amicable grace
into exilic perdition.'
"Isn't that how the old hymn goes?" the stranger asked
sanctimoniously. "But excuse me. Sorry to disappoinL I beg

To what avail? In spite of her exceptional womanly
beauty,shewasthoughttobemad.Ourworld, which Yahu-El
had come into, had no authentic ears now for poetry, nor any
reliable eyes for the visions of visionaries, whether angels or
prophets.

your ladyship's pardon. I am not the gentleman nor any of his
nearest tin. My name is Orric. Oneof the band. cmainly. But
not so infamousas to have entt.red either scripcure or profane
litezalm'e." With these words, Orric bowed with mock antiquity.

From day to day and week to week, Yahu-El noticed
herself lapsing with increasing frequency into a peculiar,

"SirOrric I was called in bygooecenturics. Now itis only
Gustav Orric. I'm Orric the Seducer to my oldcSt croni~ and
Lusty Gus to my newest pals. ~y.
I prefer Onie,
plague- bearer, if you are up on the latest rage. My specialty
is virgins, male and female.

puzzling reticence. She was, in fact, becoming much like the
fabled Diogenes who, silent and lantern in hand, wandered
through old Athens in search of an honest man.
On a damp, autumnal night, while she walked along a
dirty, urban street past a blackened alleyway, a voice urgently
called out behind her, "You there, sister! I know you!"
Turning slowly, Yahu-El saw a besotted, middle-aged

man stepping hurriedly under the beam of the nearest streetlamp. At first she thought she was only looking at another of
the innumerable, emaciated souls subsisting pointlessly in the
thoroughfares of the world's big cities; but her attention was
captivated by the distinctively twisted, ashen hue of this·
individual's face.
The man leered at her, his bloodshot, yellowed eyes filled
with a wild chemistry of incredulity and anger. "Well, soak
my hide in piss!" he finally exclaimed, spitting a huge glob
of sticky saliva onto the pavement
"By the Old Fart's hairy ass!" he went on. "I never
expected to see the likes of you in this day and age. Howdo,
chiclcy!" he chortled, and a lascivious grin curled his long,
lugubrious mouth. Quickly he struck a pose, like that of a terra
cona stallion, one leg cocked highspiritedly before the other,

"Should your ladyship be intaested in the game," be
added, clicking his tongue and snapping his fingen robustly
in the air, "I have a convenient spot nearby." .Here Orric
flicked his thumb over his shouldtz, toward the lighdess alley,
and mindlessly grinned. This time his lips bad the pcculis
appearanceof a scaly, grey snake that. having swallowed its
tail in its mouth, bigged and coiled in an inesca!'81>lecaptivity
of self-possession,
"YOU will, afta the initial twinge," he a.uured, "find the

spon amusing. In fact, it will leave you feeling practically
human." A rough, vulgar laugh erupted from Orric and he
began gyrating his pelvis, as he panted and sighed with
feigned inteQSity.
By means of this dance, he moved so close to Yahu-El
that she could feel his liquor-saturated bmlth pulsing against
her. Involuntarily, the angel waved the air clean before her

nose.
Orric took immediate offense at this gesture. Again be
changed tactics and began questioning her sharply. "If you
are not down to get it, boo." he barlced, "why are you tiere?
Don't tell me Big D lw lifted the ban on descending? Or
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maybe we we finally approaching the long-awaited, dreadful
day? Damn thecrackt.ts! Sweat rocks! Sugarpopl"
Suddenly Orric caught himself short in bis obscene
ecswy and commenced sniffing the air, like a curious dog
while bis eyes ran savagely over Yabu-El's bead and body~
"~'s this I smell?" be chuckled coarsely. "Why, smells
like the sweet stench of independence. Striking out alone.
Galaxy hitchhiking." He sniffed and sniffed and sniffed.
"Why, smells like rebellion. Smells like anarchy. And
once your foot's in it, the shit stinks." Orric bowled maniacally al bis own clever words, twirling around and throwing
his arms out with idiotic abandonmenL
"What is it then? Minister without portfolio? Wandering
strumpet? A streetwalker? A tourist without papers?
Passport! Passport! Passport!..
There followed now an intaval of tense silence, in which
~ ~
~tood staring into one another's eyes. Finally,
Orric S81d wtth cold contempt "You ice me. You really ice
me. But we're family, so let's be suaighL If you 're notjoining
the club, why bang around the clubhouse?"

Yahu-EJ felt the beatcoursing into her throat and cheeks.
"~ow dare you interrogate me like this, adversary? In your
miserable state you should be uhamed to even stand in my
presence. Save your crude trickeiy for the poor, vulnerable
creatwa of this plane. I am not your prey and never will be."
"Ahl" Orric shrieked. "So that's it7 Damn the cracker!
An indignant bleeding heart. Ob, bot! I love It, 'Poor, vulnerable creatures ... ' What naive charm! An heirloom!
So ...disarmingly anachronistic. And to think that the Old Man
still ha somebody like you on bis side! Joy, but it must be
comf ming to his senility."
He c;ou1d not stop himself from heckling ber and loudly
repealing" A miracle! Bless you. A miracle!" as be looked the
angel over from toe to top with false admiration.
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. "Ob, ~I" Orric ~urted out, his long tongue lolling from
his mouth like a drooling dog. "Off on your own to see the
six day wonder and its liule people! What clan!" And Orric
licked a finger and painted it over his eyebrows before puckering a loud, smacking kiss on the night air.
"Really, sisler, cut the crap. Let's call the circus animal
by its circus name. The rodent is a raL" He leaned forward
and hissed his words seductively. "Man is a fratticide. A
~1111ed fratticide, he's a genocidal entrep'eneUJ'. A connomeur of the macabre. F.rgo: Man is a scum sucking
self-devouring parasite who will not be satisfied until be
Qten his species, his mothering earth, the aunospbc:le, the
stars and even Big D himself.
"On the subject of homo sapiens, the Old Man was
~g .." Orric prof~y
pessed a finger to his temple,
indicatmg madness. We need not pick the bones to prove
the skeleton,' said Dr. Raven to Nurse Crow."

had

'!hm·

f°': ~ the ~en angel's countenance appeared
gc:r1Wfl':lY ~· .You ve been around awhile now and your
wttnessmg is drawing the same conclusions mine did ages
ago. There's no point denying it. We're close and I can read
you like a boot.•
With these wools, Onie grinned mischievously a third
time. "Why not," be suggested, "to paraphrase the noble Job
curse Dad and join the gang?
'
•Although. to be candid, the trade isn't what it formerly

was. The Adamiles have made so much of bell themselves,
you will hardly find one of us wilh more than a bureaucratic
interest in his wort. Even Lucifer, if you'll excuse the pun
ha gone dull on the job. Today, the devil isn't demonic he·~

absurd."

•

. Orric stared vacantly down the street, swayed a little on
his unsaeady legs, then glanced around al the neighboring.
~.
"Still," be continued, "you can learn from the
humans. They are excellent technicians. They've expmded

the horizons, pumped up the subeemulean. Although the
bottom has dropped out of the real estate market. You know:

hell-history, history-hell ... "
He pulled his wet, rumpled clothing tightly about his
wasted body and shivered, sucking in a long breath of moist
air. The initial expression of incredulity and anger flashed
back into his eyes. "What can you expect from a pack of dying
animals?" he queried, coughing up a moudlful of pb)egm and
spitting on the pavement as be bad before. "Oh, they think.
But the processes are screwed. Every system inevitably ends
in chaos.
"I suppose," Onie added maliciously, "you're im~
by their suffering? I can tell you about that. There's a
philosophy bere, Johnny: the big fish eat the little fish."
But no more! Yahu-El bad beard enough. Her fallen
brothC'l''s words were poison to her. They raced lite serpents
through ber body. They conjured images from her memory
that stung at her like giant scorpions.
Lifting her hands, covering her ears, a soft. dulcet hum
issued rhythmically from her throat and Yahu-El began to
whirl around--spinning fas&a and faster, until all sensual
impressions merged into an indistinct blur. Amid a flurry of
multicolored sparks, her presence contracted into a tiny,
luminous point that suddenly sped away, leaving a thin,
vaporous ttail behind it.
Hours had pessed, while angels need but moments to
traverse centuries or continents. Yahu-El sat. with ber knees
drawn up to her chest, halfway between a pair of defoilal.ed
trees. Above her, to the right, a huge spider web spanned the
two lowest branches. Before ber the land unfolded in small,
round undulations. Fog curled between the foothills and in
the gullies.
She thought of the confrontation with the fallen angel.
Onie, and how his caustic addrea bad brought to a bead
attitudes already fennenting inside her. She could not dmy
that thelC was much accuracy in Orric's acidic wmls. At the
same time, they were words without truth, having been
spoken cynically, without mercy.
To be certain she bad, with her own eyes, witnessed the
epidemic usage of devasaating drugs: cocaine, crack, PCP,
heroin. She had beard the hollow foonulas of politicians who
promised a kinder, more caring future, while their policies
ground the bones of the poor, and nation after nation mmcd
and overarmed in peipetual preparation for omnicidal warfare. She had smelled the decay of societies and tmtcd the
rancid foods of paranoia and deceit. She knew that conditions
for staggering multitudes were oft.en worse than the biuerest
words could convey.
Yahu-El puzzled over many matters. The hunum rbebic
ofhighidealsandtheevideoceofbasebehavior.
The genuine
impulse toward liberty and the recurrent submissions to
bloodstained tyrannies. The destruction wreaked upon the
environment sustain ing planetary life. And yes, e"YCD the
deathwisb dragon, hidden but vengefully emerging from
within this cawtrophic paaem, the coils of its hideous body
grotesquely tattooed with symbols of hatred and evil.

H there was a time to go home, Yahu-EI knew that she
bad reached it Layer upon layer of~
and grief lay
heavily within her. She put her bead between her knees. shut
her eyes and list.eoed patiently for the deepest voice .i!«
essence contained.
Rapidly she ttavelled through the wounding period of her
earthly adventure, back through the time of her poignint
dreaming, back through pristine bappinea and funber, until
she came at last to a clear, shining ball of light. Out of this
luminous source, gradually swelling, indomitable, there
chorused the lines of the psalm: The earth is the Lord's and
all that it hol<Wtbe world and its inbabicants.
The 900g sounded through her like a sweet. healing balm
and te.-s flooded be.r eyes, spilling to the ground beiada her.
Perhaps. Yahu-El told herself, smiling, you are becaning one
of the Et.emal Weepers (thoee 111gels who never cry for
themselves but cry always over the pain of others).
As the refrain of the psalm kindled a spinliilg fire inside
her, she knew that she could DO more return to her world
above now than she could acquiesce in the cynical conclusions of Orric. Despite the abhorrent negativity and
nihilism that had spread duoughout much of physical reality,
Yahu-EI had also witnessed autbendc love and compassion,
had also looted deeply into the umea1iz.edpoaibilibel of life.
Despite the fact that many IOUll bad died. or wae nearing
dealb, while their bodies continued to live like golem. like
mere animated clods, she was also convinced that others
waited for the awatming of the winged powers within than.
She had sensed the yet undelivacd came m plandary justice
and the still orphaned need for planeiary rejoicing.
And yes. beyond doubt. humanity despcrafcly needed a
rmewal of insuuction. So she would remain oo acbna, Ind
she would ttach. Yabu-FJ would t.e8Cb people the magical
prayers of the heavenly wbccls, the o/Oltbi. She would taicb
them yi}uMJbt, the unitingm uniriea. lOCI ways to bring asaroag
7.Cal for righteousness IOCl purity beck to the m1h. She would
teach them not to celebn&e the event of enlight.enment prior
to earnest labor; not to treat m intimadon of cosmic beatitude
like a piece of privare pl()perty; not to escape alone into
solilsy salvaboll, but to SlaDd in the firm virtue of redemptive
solidarity. She would teach, even if only to a few individual
men and womm, the angelic reverence for life. And she
would tell stories of the non-maaial worlds, warlds of affirmalioo and power, extending eod1cssly beymd om owneacb existing only to help and be helped.
When wmls WQ'C DO longer sufficient for her needs,
Y ahu-El would teach with the silence of her presence. For
angels have a profound. palpable silence with which to communicale their es.1CDCC. As the poet. Paul Claudcl, has written:
Qui a gout.e a vocre silence/11 n'a pu beaoin d'npticalion.
(He who bu taslcd of your~
no need for explanations.)
So too, wisely, when the unclean burdens of bwmnity
wae beyond her endurance, Yahu-El would return for solace
to those coastal hills and commune with the dignity m the
trees. Yet the direction m her commitment WIS strongly
planted in her intelleet and heart. The wade of tikbut olam,
the mending of the world she would wi11ingly par1akc in,
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could only be done with a living generation--even if in the
demi-hell of history, until history had also been redeemed.
. Yahu-El thought of the hostility in the eyes of her lost
relative from the night before. She had been grappling with
the human confrontation with death, with the fragility of
consciousness, and the despair of being overwhelmed by
anxiety and a sense of nothingness-so many dark abysses
alien to her angelic substance. But she was beginning to
understand this tumulluous ambiguity and how even Orric's
anger was but the defensive tum of his disintegral suffering.
So bad even he become all too human.
By now the angel's bands were full of tears, and the
shining tears clung to her delicate fingers. The sun was slowly
painting the landscape before her with a full palette of colors.

Yahu-El rose to her feet. Drop by drop she began placing
her tears on the silken strands of the web beside her. "If
willed," she whispered, "I shall find a person for each tear I
shed and midwife the angel portion of each soul."

Thus, due to the heavenly being, Yahu-El BetShinTav,
and the decision she reached after meeting with her fallen
brother Orric, we lalter inhabitants of the earth can still lay
claim to legitimate hope.

THE PUPPETS
by lal« heine-koehn
The woman behind me is cutting a tree
to crush me and ifit must, his hand, holding
mine. She will have him, even wiihou: it.
Bu.t the path takes us up, mindless
of the tree and the vengeful woman.
Do you know of her love for youthal she would rather have you
lose your hand than to be holding mine?
Bu.the i.r intent on telling me abou.t the plight
of the lilt le puppets who live in a maze of blue
ropes (azure, he said, the colour they use
to paint slcUs in medieval religious paintings)
who were programmed to be always nice
bu.t were never tmlght to open doors.
I must meet them, he insists, taking hold
ofmy hand more firmly as we climb the path.
Above, the puppets are waving al us
from behind doors criss-crossed with ropes:
We love you, we love you! they chant
as the robot uncrosses the doors:
get away, don't crowd, you' re only to be nice!
their eyes are brimming with happy tears
midget-sized like they.
We love yOM, we love you, we do, we do! they chant
squeezing my hand inside his as if it were one
as we stumble into the blue maze.
'The woman who loves him wants to crush me;
she would rather have him lose
hi.r hand than to be holding mine ... '
my whisper bounces off their ears, to the floor.
•She loves him, she loves him!' they dance
around us, squeezing hi.r other hand.
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'We have a present for you' pulling us
toward a pyramid of chocolate squares threatening
to fall. 'Break them, break them' they squeal
jumping up and down.
inside each square, sticky with caramel,
is a piece ofpaper: 'We love you, we love you!'
with shining eyes they watch us eat them one by one.
How lucky for them to be roped off
from where you and I live, he tells me
coming down the path with my hand
inside his pocket.

THE DEATH OF SUN

AND MOON
by Janet P. Reed man
The Moon stood in the shroud of night,
a crone who waned and sank
billowing pale deathlight, into a fog
thal drank brightness from her hair,
her eyes, until she withered and died,
her ashes falling cold as ice
to choice the sun,
who lay in a grove ofoaks,
a king in mail of rusted gold,
growing still and cold as night slipped away
and no stars paraded across the sky
and no faded moon blew a misty kiss
to help him rise and greet the day.

The Rescue
by Alex McGilvery
aria walked down High Street, her heels clicking
a rapid beat, her normally pleasant face marred by
a frown. The cause of her distress was in her
purse. She had received the letter in yesterday's
mail It threatened her in DO uncertain tams if she
continued researching her story on corruption in the city
govemmenL She shook her head angrily. Many people saw
her youth and beauty, either in admiration or e.nvy. No one
saw the iron det.e:tmination which lay underneath. The determination which had driven her to solve the murder of her
mentor and uncle, and had set her on her present quest to
expose the city government,

down the barrel, er could have if there it had been a shotgun.
The end on the gun was solid black metal.
"This is .too weird." Darla muttaed. She would have
laughed if it werco 't for the gun at her head. She flinched as
a bright red light blinded her. A gun went off and Darla
screamed as she was thrown back against the wall. Half
stunned she looked up. The thug was lying motionless on his
back with a look of exueme surprise frozen on his face. The
other three turned and ran.
"Fido, come; muttered the man, u he came over and
helped Darla to her feeL

So pre-occupied was the young reporter that she failed
to notice the ominous black car which followed her a block
farther back. She slowed to allow a traffic light to tum green.
The car roared up beside her and three men jumped out,
Before Darla could react she was bundled into the car and
carried off into traffic.
The men threw a blanket over the girl's head and roughly
pushed her to the floor. They looked back frequently, but DO
one was following. Soon they turned into a quiet street and
then into the underground garage of a tall aparttnent building.
Cruising slowly they drove to the boaom level then stopped
where they could see the ramp leading down.
The four climbed out, leaving the engine running and the
doors open. Darla wu dragged unceremoniously from the car
and the blanket torn from her head.
"The Boss wants you for some business of his own. He'll
be meeting us here,"The thug looked at his watch, and leelcd,
"Butitseemswe'rejmtabitearly. Thtte'stimeforustohave
ma liuJe fun." Darla paled and stepped back, but the wall was
cold and hard behind her. There was no escape. She opened
her purse and snatched fer her gun, but the man was expecting
her move and tore the purse and the weapon from her hand.
He threw the gun across the concrete. Its clattering echoes
sounding her doom.

"We'd better be moving on," he said. He had an acceot
that Darla couldn't place, Russian maybe. They began walking down toward a doer set in the wall at the other end of the
garage. The pair was almost halfway there when squealing
tires announced the anival of more cm.
"The Bossi" groaned Darla. She tried to nm toward the
doer, but her rescuer held her too tightly. Three black can
roared down the ramp and screeched to a Slq>. Men poured·
out holding machine guns at ready. Darla found henelf
pushed behind the man. Remembering how the thugs' bul1eu
had seemed to miss him she tried to mate herself u small as
possible.

.. .and scepped around the corner and picked up the gun
as if he had known that it would be exactly there. Darla
blinked and shook her head. He didn't fit, Everything in her
life had always made sense, but he didn'L The outrageous
get-up he was wearing looked like long shiny red underwear -.
Her kidnappers were just as surprised, but reacted faster.
Their guns btazed. and chips flew from the concrete walls
behind him, yet he was untouched. Three of the thugs started
backing up and kept firing wildly, but the nasty one who had
leered at her moved to Darla's side and held her arm in a
crushing grip. She felt the cold end of the gun against her
throat. The strangeman casually pocketed Darla's pistol and
took what looked like a sawed-off shotgw:i from a clip at his
belt,
"One more step, buddy, and I plug the girl." The
'shotgun' swivelled until the terrified woman could look right

"Fido, come, hurry." he muttaed again. She giggled. dlia
whole business was biz.alre. She heard an annoying buzz
echoing in the garage. The ochers didn't seem to notice. The
Boss himself got out of one of the can and scepped forward
slightly.
.
"Give her to me and I'll let you die quickly." His voice
was u cold and calculated as Darla remembered.
"He's lying~ she whispered.
"Of course he's lying; that's the way be is suppoeed to
be." The buzzing became a muftlcd ms. The Boa signaled
and two of the gun-men ran up the ramp to investigate. Tbele
were shouts and gunfire and they tumbled back down the
slope. The Boss dove for his car and yelled for his gun-men
to fire. Then Fido appm'ed. Fido was a IDOCOICycle, with DO
rider. Two of the odd looting 'shotguns' were mounted on
the handlebar.They swivelled and fired rapidly, each shot
freezing one thug. The gun-men fired back and glass. metal
and leather flew from itas itcrashedintooneof the can. Some
of the guns were turning toward Darla and her rescuer when
he again muttered undtz his breath.
"Fido, ice cream, ice cream, ice cream."

"Ice cream ... ?" thought Darla, but she didn't have time
to ask. Fido exploded. Smoke and chddng gas filled the
garage. She could hear the sbouas of the thup as they tried to
find their way out of the cloud.
"Hold your breath." Darla bad bmdy time to snarch a
breath to hold when she wu swept off her feet mc:l canied to
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the door in the wall. Once through the door she was placed
gently back on her feet.
· "Damn, that was a mess," He slammed his fJSt into the
door. Darla put her hand on his arm.
"I don't understand. What is happening?" He smiled at
her and shook his head.
"We don't have time." Taking her hand he pulled her
toward the stairs. "Polly, triangulate," he multtted.
"Who are you talking to?" she asked,

world was like. It is more like yours than mine. It was easy to
program the computer to feed all his files into my computer

"No Darla, I'm not insane. I'm from a different book."
Gayle pulled her into motion again, and she followed numbly.

aboard ship. That is when I read about you and fell in love.
When I read what the monster was planning to do to you I
had to rescue you."
Darla shook her head, "You are crazy, characters in
books. Ha! I suppose you just followed when they snatched
me and stepped in to gun them down." She felt a strange
lassitude. She no longer really cared what happened. Her bead
whirled and spun. When the Major told her tbatbe bad simply
read the book and knew when to cut in, she laughed mllil
darkness took over.
She awoke lying on a couch in a small wood panelled
room; hundreds of books lined the walls. and paper was
sttewn all over the floor. Gayle turned away from the keyboard in front of him.
"Our author'~ study. Sony, I didn't realU.e that taking
you out of your plot line would cause such a bad rtaetion. But
I have you placed in a pennanent file of your own. Best thing
is, the author won't be able to find it.You're safe." He smiled,
and Darla thought vaguely that he didn't look so bad once you
got used to that ridiculous red suiL As a matter of fact be was
very handsome.
"How do I know I can trust you?" she asked.

"Different book? You are a character in a boot?" She
giggled suddenly," A space hero named Gayle?"

"The author created me wilh m ooswervable sense of
honor."

"It wmn't my choice I usure you," the Major said stiffly.
They climbed in endless circles as he tried to explain.

She remembered him csrying her up all those stairs and
she blushed. To disuact benelf she looked al some of the
books. Idly picking one up she looked at its lurid cover. 'The
Case of the Bluelly.' Her hands begml shaking. Opening it
she glanced al a few pages here md there in the boot. There
in print were her actions, her thoughts. her hopes and dttams.
Angrily she threw the boot across the room. A paper on the
floor caught her eye.

"Later I'll explain everything. We have no time now."
"No, explain now. Who are you? Why do you keep
muttering that nonsense?" She pulled back and brought him
to a stop. "What do you want with me?" He stared at her for
a long second, then took a deep breath and sighed.
"I am Major Gayle Kinnecson, of the Galactic Patrol,
Sector Two; and I'm talking to my oompuaer team; and I'm
in love with you."
"You 're insane!" Darla felt hyslUical laughter welling
up inside but she clamped down; instead she warched the man
in red warily.

"The author, when he wroce my boc*s, thought it was
amusing to make me aware that I was just a chsacter in a
pulp advennue story. But the gimmick worked and my adventures went on and on. I eventually ttaliud that I wasn't
geuing anywhere. I could never really win. I began to make
changes on my own. I made my compur.er team into real
cbaractm. That was one of them back there, Fido. His name
is another example of my author's twisted humor. He made
my bat!les ever more trivial. Then he tried to make me go bad
and betray the Patrol I almost got killed off in that book.
Fmally he gave up and ststed another mes of beds. Those
ones were about a tough detective and his niece. His name
was Samuel Csrulhers." Darla at his side gave a start, but
Gayle continued.
"His niece's name was Darla. She was a petty, intelligentand very determined girl. But she was too innocent, too
naive for the author, so he was going to put her lbrough hell,
until she was u tough and mean as she used to be sweet, So
I decided to rescue her, you."
"Are you trying to tell me that you and I are just charactas in some book?" Darla gasped despt.rately for breath. Her
legs felt like It.ad. She noticed resentfully that Gayle was
barely breathing bard.
"No, we're from different books." He picked her up and
began carrying her swiftly up the stairs.
"Then how did you get into my life?" wailed Darla.
"One day the author left his word processor on and I
climbed ouL I~ always wanted to see what the author's
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"Darla walked down High Street, her heels clicking a
rapid tat. her normally pleasant face maned by a frown. The
cause of her discress wu in her purse... " As she read further
her face got piler; finally she tore the pages &pin and &pin
until they fell about her like snow.
"The monster!" she screamed, "bow could be do lhal to
me?" She fell back on the couch weeping wilh pain and rage.
After a while she felt a soft touch on her mm.
"We need to escape, Darla. We need to go somewhere
where our author can't change us into mmstas."
"How?" demanded Dada.
"I can create a file which we can get into, but it will be
hidden from the author. He won't be able to get us back. We'll
be free of him." '
"Not my world, I don't want to live in a place where they
can do ... that to a person." She pointed to the pile of shredded

paper.
"Nor to mine, there is nothing for me there. What would
you like to be Darla?"
"I always wanted to be a fairy pincess," admitted Darla
shyly.

"Very well then." Gayle nodded approvingly and turned
to the keyboard in front of him. His fingers flew over the keys.
Finally he straightened.

"Through that doer there will be oUr new world, Are you
ready?"
"Yes Gayle." She stood and walked with him to the door.
~Y hesitaled a moment then opened the door and walked
mto a fresh green world. The doer vanished as be closed it
Off in the distance a castle's flags flapped in tbC breeze. Darla
threw be:r arms around Gayle and kissed him.

"It's wonderful! Thank you fer rescuing .me." Gayle
blushed until be marched his suit, then grinned inacdulously
and kissed her long and J)&S&onaldy. Then arm in ann they
walked down the bill toward the castle.

....

" .• .ann in

arm they walked

down

the bill toward the

castle"
. Fingers poised ove:r the keys the author besitaled, then
hit the save ~Y· He would wort on it again tomorrow ...

ON THE WALLS
(Bamburgh, 1987)

by Janet P. Reedman
Caught in the sluulows
the keep CllSt,
he lcntlt pllicing
willed flowers on ll gnive.
ht in 11 stniy ·
~sunlight,
~
11
ij of sword
glinted 11S bri~ht

Under the sluule of shattered walls,
Remembered lives blow like dreams
Around the one whose footstep falls
Louder than the seagulls' screams
In those timeless antf age-dark halls.
Seeking to flee from modern strife,
Ttllrdrop in the eye of Time,
No man's lover, mother or wife,
She dwells within storied rhyme
Grown to encompasswaJcing life.

llS

HERO TO HIS CAPTWE
ELFBRIDE
by Janet P. Reedman

And as she climbs the towers high,
Htlld in clouds like l1'1nners sprtlld,

Daum's light glitters

She hears fierce warhorns like the cry
Of gulls or the ancient dt"4
Whose bones btntllth her pale feet lie.

on faded mountain tern,
once til~ with ftiy-lights.

Waiting to feel the lifeshe brings
And wrtllthes. upon" written 1"'$e,
Bursting from dath, like living things,
Brought to life with touch Of Milge
That is perpetUlll llS Spring.

in the grey of morning.
ust nig~ I held a mystery,
a white dove tllllt betlt
soft wings.ll$ainst my brt11St,
but she IS flown llUJtlY
this cold tind rainy morning.

Mllgic moments die

Elven nui~ 1llls dept!rted:

only ll tired mort1d s"Zeer1s,
head against my shoulder,
raindrops crowning crimson llllir,
in the chill light of dllwn.

ms memones.

In sorrow he mused
on the djly ms lord f eU
in thi sluulows
of those stl{sllme walls,
fell 11nd W11S buried
benetllh stones he niist4

bym11gic-

but m11gic was dt"4
llS the m11ge now.
Turning, he went
Slldljdown
the ruined btlrbiam.
Ont bockwtlrd glllna
did not a1ti:h
the tiny Asphodel,
rumollTtd fluwer
of Jmmoiuls,
tllllt blossornetl
on the gnive.
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RITES OF UNION

,

by David Sparenberg

BRIDES OF SEALMEN
by Janet P. Reedman
Loneliness breeds strange fancies
in girls grown too old for love,
never given tenderness,
neglected and ignored.
Wind tugging on their tresses,
they carry votive offerings
down to a hungry sea,
the sea that is their hope.
They kneel in Dark of the Moon,

unbinding mouse-brown braids,
unlacing stiff white bodices
to show old Fadltt Sea
what other men had scorned.
Btt.akers rush about them,
embracing virginal flesh
while seals leap through the foam,
playful and amorous in the spay.

When nine Moons have faded.
babes wail in mothers' arms,
Girls untouched by mortal men,
smile sly and sweet behind their hands,
and seek the rushing tides
where sealmen await their wives.

...
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Am I but one rhythm?
Are my rhythms not multiple
as air's motions?
Being man, made in the image
of the imageless, are the
flowers' swaying spectrums not my own,
the ocean's rocking love-dance,
caressing and releasing winding shores?
This rhythm is the rhythm
of the bird song, of moon as she
wanders the night sky, dressed
in the gown of her companion's
fading. aura. Also minewhispers in tall pines, blanket
of the sun, sunspears, clouds
in their mystery dramas; metamorphoses of silent songs.
'For rhythm hides and reveals
in the elusive undulations
of dynamic presence: rhythms
of the eyes, body's
circulation, blood to the heart
and brain, and rhythms
of these separate breathings.
My rhythm
is with water, light and shadow,
dust and lion, with the pawing
of the bull, bullfrog, and struggle
of the tiny ant;
with the antelope and bush, desert
and with grassland and with garden, garden
where I dream the dialogue
of God's dance
and the rhythms of completion
we call woman.
I have laid down aggression
face of beauty, taken up
salvation's chant; have,
for the sake of your blossoms
that will pollinate our future,
dissolved the will to power,
broken idols, weapons, to move
in peace on earth. Embrace,
with your sweet color,
this fire that burns
like oozing honey,
0 mirror! candle
out of darkness calling.
We are running
running wax.

THE SORCERER OF DARKSTONE
TOWER
by Mitchell Diamond
eing a peasant wasn't so bad, thought Carik as
he walked down a dusty road to the town of
Lanthor. They had to wake up frightfully early,
and work frightfully late, but at least no one was
trying to kill them. The road wound through
well-tended fields of tall wheat waving under the
blue summer sky, put the straw-thatched huts of peasants and
stick-fenced barnyards where they kept cows and goats. The
sun was warm on Carik's broad shoulders, and the breeze was
cool through his curly brown hair.
A month befcre he had walked down the same road, but
had presented a vastly different sight He had been wearing a
hauberk of steel rings, the arm~ was stained with his own dry
blood. His boots were worn, his strong arms were wrapped
with clumsy bandages. He had been hungry, thirsty, and
weary. He had been a sword-bearer in those days, a Hero.
Young Carik had been a Hero, though not a very successful one. Upon his seventeenth year he had left his home in
far-away, peaceful Uree Valley to make his fortune in the
wild world He found the wild world to be wild indeed,
beyond all the tales of his grandfather Ragnor. Carilc had been
dogged by ill-fortune from the moment he left the valley. He
had nearly been lcilled by the Ogre of Blackleaf F<rest,
escaping death by pummeling only when the brute tripped
over a tree root and broke its neck. Made bold by his partial
success, he had venlUred to pilfer the hoard of the Dragon of
Widdenoll. Once again he escaped, as the dragon vented its
wrath on the village. But his success had been short-lived, for
he had been robbed of his treasure by a band of goblins along
the road to Lanthor, barely escaping with his life. He found
there were many evil creatures in the wild world, and none of
them gave up their wealth easily. And Beautiful Maidens in
Peril were rare, at least in his part of the world. Thinking back
on the old days, he was amazed to find himself alive at all,
regardless of how J)O(X' he was. Now he wore only a dagger
in his belt, and hid the sword his grandfather had given him
under his bed. These days he lived and worked in Lanthor,
and thoughts of dragons, ogres and beautiful maidens were
kept far away.
Lanthor was a prosperous town, if a small one. The Lord.
of Lanthor preferred the far-away pleasures in the Royal
Court of East Allnar to the abuse of his peasants, and left his
small domain to its business. Carilc's own business was at the
town alehouse, the Fullpot.
Carilc emptied the pots. The alehouse master was a thin,
mournful man calledRakmer. Why he was so mournful Carik
still didn't know; the Fullpot was the only alehouse in Lanthor, and thus did very good business. Carilc earned only a
few coppers each month, but had a small room in the attic and
was never short of food. It was far from the life of glory and

wealth he had once dreamed of, but it ~
Heroing.
·

far safer than

Carilc waved to a few townsmen that hurried along the
winding cobble-stooe streets, then leapt nimbly away from a
rattling, horse-drawn wagon. 'By the time he bad finished
shouting choice descriptions of the reckless driver, his family
and his .horse, he was opening the door of the Fullpot. He
paused and breathed deeply of the rich ale smell, and the
sweet aroma of wine.
"Wake up!" shouted Rabner from the kitchen. "There's
tables to wash, pots to scrub! It will be busy soon!" A stained
apron came flying from the lamp-lit gloom to settle over
Carilc's head. He sighed and pulled on the apron. At lrast no
one had ever been killed cleaning pots.

It was a long hard night for Carilc, as most of chem were.
He had already collected the scaUC:lcd ale mugs and wine
jugs, piling them high in the big kitchen washtubs. Now he
sat sipping at a half empty mug of ale himself, waiting for the
last patrons to mate their way home. er to their rooms
upsaairs, or to the dark street. Then be would wab the cables
and scrub the flocn. He hoped none of the men who sat
cradling their heads-in their hands would be sick. Rabner
would be insulted, and the flO<X" was fildly enough.
The door opened, and the cool night air momentmily
blew away the redc of sour, aJe..thict breath and smote. A
few heads stirred, then settled back down on the sticky tables.
With the breeze was a man.
Carik looked at him sullenly; he didn't want any more
work that night The travel« pulled back the hood mhis dart
cloak. revealing a serious-looting young face wbo9e straight
black hair hung to his shoulders. He was slender; a sword-belt
pulled his black tunic close around his narrow waist A heavy
broadsword hung from the belt Carilc's eyes narrowed. He
noticed such things, for one of his dutica was to keep on:kr in
the drinking house. H the stranger intended mischief, Carilc's
usual oaken club would not serve here. The fellow exchanged
a few soft words with Rabner, and the sorry-looking inokeepez poured a mug of ale. To Carik's discomfort and
surprise the stranger walked directly to where Carilc was
siuing watching him. Carik saw the face ~ even younger
than he had guessed. young~ even than his own twenty-Odd
winters. They stared at each o~ a moment; the stranger's
eyes were deep and black and held Carilc's without blinking.
"You are Carik of Uree," he said finally. Carik nodded,
not speaking but thinking furiously. He wondered if he had
given out the name of his homeland to anyone. H any of the
villagers of Widdeooll (which used to lie only a few leagues
from Lanthor) chanced to survive the dragon's fire, they
might remember the young Hero and his boasts of dragooslaying. Cari.k's hand strayed to the dagg~ he kept undel' his
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apron, and he hoped RaJaner was watching. But the fellow
gestured to the chair across the table, and sat down at Carik:' s
IJ9(l. Carik hoped the relief dido 't show in his face-- it would
be hard for the sttanger to wield a sword while sitting down.
"I am Yorman of Akuthar," revealed the stranger. Carik:
leaned forward, f<X" the name Akuthar was well known in the
world of Sorcery. "I have need of a sword, and a strong arm
towieldiL"
"You have a sword." ventured Carik carefully, "and two
arms of your own."
"One sword cannot defeat an anny," said Yorman.
"Neither can two," pointed outCarik. He was never much
of a hero, but he had at least learned not to be a fool.
"But two swords may slay a magician."

"Go on," said Carik:. He would latel' regret those two
words.
The vrzy next day Carik: and the yOWtg Akuthar were
trudging down the road from Lanth<X'. They headed south;
towards the rising peaks of the Elslain Mountains, the great
range that stretched acr<>s.1 the face of the world Cran the Sea
of Allnar and east to the cold, unmapped Wild Northlands.
But the road took them through the gentle lands of East
Allnar; past the fields of Lanthor and clusttted peasant villages, through orchards of apple trees, and over an occasional

babbling stream on rattling wooden mdges. Once again
Carik wore his scimitar, though he had long since sold his fine
hauberk of mail (he was hungry at the time, and couldn't eat
it) and now wore only a jerkin of leather over bis clothes. His
scimitar, a few provisions and dagger .hung from his belt.
Yonnan wore only bis dart cloak and broadswml They were
not prepared f<X" a long journey.
The day wore on, the sun passed its height and started
falling into the west, the jagged peaks of the Elstains rose tall
on the far horizon. The wind turned cool, the peasant-fields
and flower-screwn meadows gave way to wild grasslands,
abandonedfields and shadowy tbickeu of beeches and elms.
Cd's feet began to ache, and he began to wooder where
they weie going, and how far away it wu. Then he wondered
what they would find when they got there, and what would
happen once Ibey found iL Yonnan had talked much during
the day. but said liule about the task he bad in mind. His tales
bad coocaned the ck.eds of bis family- the names Akuthar,
Anti.em, Yizkor and Durun and their wonders bad wearied
Carik's ears until he hardly 1is&ened
"Where are we going?" asked Carik suddenly, interrupting a story about how old Ankzem Akutbar, Yorman's great
grandfatlJ«, had faced the dragon Gorgin the Horrendom.
"And why didn't we buy bones?"
"We don't need horses," said Yorman. "We march for
perhaps two days, and have liuJe to carry. Besides, boeses are
hard to cooccal."
"Conceal? Conceal from whom? Besides, a fast horse is
a warrim' s best weapon, my grandfather used to say. If things
go ill for us, they would make for a more speedy escape!"
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"Escape? Hal" laughed Yonnan. "If things go ill for us,
we shall not escape. Nothing escapes the Kaldaashan
wizard!"

"Wizard?" exclaimed Carik:, "I thought we were aftel' a
magician!"
"Wiw"d, magician, they are all the same to an Akuthar,"
answered Yorman.
"There is a difference to me," said Carik: sullenly. "Who
do you mean to slay?"
"It was some sixty years ago," began the young Akuthar
(Carik groaned but Yarman ignored him}, "an evil sorcerer
came out of the grim southern lands of Kaldaash. Envious of
the glory and wealth of the Akuthars, he made war upon us.
Again and again he was defeated and driven from our walls,
for my father Yizkor was a great Arch-Sorcerer in bis own
right When last he assailed us, my good mother Dmun
wreaked havoc on bis armies with bis wizar dry, while my
father brewed a great sorcery that would have ended the evil
sorcerer's career once and fm all. At that moment. .. " Yoonan
paused and looked southwards to the mountains. His d8rt eyes
were serious, his voice grim.
"At that mcment Cutle Akuthar was swallowed by the
earth. My brother and a few of our captains escaped, but my
father per ished, along with all his magicks, deep under a
mountain of rubble. I wasn't there at the time, or doubtle.u I
would have perished myself. It is revenge I sea, revenge
against the foul Arch-Sorcerer Rastengeld!" Yonnan lumed
toCarik, but found himself standing alone. Carik was saanding
a few paces behind him, his mouth banging open in

astonishment
"Rastengeld7" gasped Carik finally. "You mean f<X" us to
challenge the Arch-Sorcerer Rastengeld?" Even Cri had
heard about the tanole Kaldaashan sorcerer; told in hushed
voices at the Full pot. with lamps dart, as if he might suddenly
appear in a puff of smoke and tum them all into toads. Unlime
most sorcerers who bid themselves in their high towers and
studied ancient tomes of lcre, .Rastengeld controlled a powerful anny. He kq>t the countty side in fem-, and it was said he
conlrolleid even Lord Musfuntan himself. Fear of Raaengeld
was why Lord Musfun&an saayeid far from bis domaim.
"Are you mad?" shouted Carik: when he bad found bis
tongue. "He destroys your entire family, an Arch-Sorcerer
included, and your Castle, and you think you can walk right
up to him and stick him with your stupid sword? Have you
got an army? Youcan'tevenaffordahorse!" Yarman opened
his mouth, but Carik: wasn't finished yet. "Kill a magician you
said. Split up the booty evenly, you said. By the Blade of my
Grandfather, what weie you thinking? Weie you thinking at
all, I wonder?" Carik moaned aloud at the sudden reverse in
his fortunes. A few days ago he bad a job, a wsm bed, and
plenty to eaL Now he wu following a fool to challenge a
fearsome Arch-Sorcerer, right in front of all bis armies, right
in the dire fastness of Darbtone Tower. And to mate maum
worse, Carik: had sold bis armor. He sat down in the dmt of
the road and glared at Y orrnan.
In a chamber high atop the black pirmacle of Darkstone
Tower, Raaengeld sat upon bis ivory throne. His long, thin
fingers caressedthe page of the massive tome on his lap as be

read. His midnight-black

eyes gleamed from his gaunt face.
a face whose yellowed. parchment-lite skin was stretched
tight over bis bones. He was bald. making his visage appear
more as a skull than a living human face. Dead-black robes
hung limply over his sparse. boney frame; black robes
trimmed with gold-- the robes of an Arch-Sm:erer.
As he read. Rastcngeld lifted his hand and raised a long.
pointed finger. The door to the chamber swung silently open.
A hunched man, clad from head to foot in· a dark cloak.
stepped hesitantly into the chamber. Rastengeld lowered his
finger, and the door swung shut His eyes never left the page.
Dirt the Spy stepped into his master•s chamb« on ~ft.
noiseless shoes. He was a small. thin man. a man who could
nearly slip through cracks under doors. a man woo could hide
in a shadow. and liscen to a whispered cooversation from
across a noisy alehouse. He was a man of the Inland Hills.
where intrigue and stealth were as natural as w. and hate.
The spy noiselessly crossed the floor and stood before
themarblestepsofRas&engcld.sduone.Hebowedlowbefore
his master. it was as much as a cringe as a bow. Rastalgeld
read on.
Dirt glanced about. moving only his eyes and forcing his
body to remain perfectly still. The two torches that flanked
b3ccngeld's throne threw light to golden platSa's set on the
walls. golden platters that held the severed beads of
Rastengeld•s memies. The dead faces all held grimaces of
ltlrible agony. The plaUa cloaest to Rastengeld•s throne,
though. was empty. Dirt swallowed and waited in silmce. not
daing to move or spr.at. At long last Rastengeld sighed and
softly closed the book. The sorcaer looted at Dirt as though
he was a hideous-looking morsel of food that nevenhcless
might be wath a bite.
"Do you know what this is, Dirt?" asked Rasteogeld
finally, his pointed finger resting on the cover of the maaive
rome on his lap.
"I believe it is a book. master." answered Dirt. his voice
nawrally soft frool years spent whispering.
"And do you know whose Boot this is?" asked Ruaengcld. his voice 11 pleasant as a cat's purr. Dirt swallowed
nervously. Of course he knew. for Rastengcld had gloa&ed
about it often enough. It was the Boot of Sorcery stolen from
the ruins of Akuthar Castle. But a successful, and long-lived.
thief and spy such as Dirt knew that a clever tongue was as
imponant u sceady hands.
"It is your Bex*, mast.er."
"Why, so it isl Very good!" Dirt smiled in the shadows.
of his dark hood. for b3ccngeld was pleased. "But do you
know whose Boot this was, befae it was mine?" Dirt knew,
and he also knew that the truthful answerwas not always the
correct one. If Raslcngcld wished to gloat again. Dirt would
not stop him.
"No, master," answered Dirt softly.
"It was the Boot of the Akuthars! It is the very Book of
Sorcery once possessed by old Ank7.em Dragonbanel I
myself pried it from Yiz.kor Akuthar•s cold fingers! And do
you know who killed him?"
·

"No muta." answered Dirt. Rulengcld frowned "Yes,
master." added the spy quickly. "YOU tilled him! Everyane
in the Four Kingcbns knows that!" Rastmgcld smiled. nt
Dirt let out a long, inaudible sigh of relief.
"Very good. Dirt!" exclaimed Rastengcld. "Now. do you
see that empty platttr hanging there?"
"No ma .. ,uh, yes master!"
"Do you know whose bead I wished to bang there?"
"The Atuthar•s" gucaed Dirt. Under his hood, beads of
sweat rolled down his unwashed face.
"Correct! But alas, poor Yiz.kor•s bead was crushed to
jelly when his C8$tle fell dowri mound him. Careless of mef
So I cannot hang his bead upon my wall. But having an empty
platter on my wall makes me sad. very .S. I dislike it. Why,
I dislike it nearly as much as being dilturbcd while I am
readingf" Rastt:ngcld looted to the empty plaat.r. to Dirt, nt
began lapping his long. thin finpr on the COYfi of the book.
Dirt shivered n1 shook. and wondered how his btad Wll
going to loot hanging on Rast.engeld•s wall. Then he remembered why he was there. Dirt could think mm preaaue. tbll
was why he was still alive.
"I have news." be said.
"You had beat." annued Rutengdd coklly, Ob a
mt.aningful gllllce • his walls. ·0ne doel not Clouble RMtengcld with lriflea!" That WU llUe, tbougbt Dirt. one of the
beads on ~ walls had done just tblt.
"The IOll of lhe Akulhlr ~coming," Dirt whilpcred. ml
wailed for a iapome. He was not ctiappoinll:d. Rlllmgeld
frw.e on his ivory throne. his eyes mrrowed to poin&a of dllt
fire, hi.I face twisaed into a pale mast of rap.
"Durun!" cried Rastmgcld. "How could .IUCb a tbiq
escape my vision?" Rutengdd clmcbed bis filll innee. ml
mnembend all tbll be had suffered al the hinds of the
Akuthars. Old Yiztor had almolt ruined him, lmdi• 1orcerom fire into Rastengeld's very halla. RUltll&dd Im iarly been burned to a cinder. siUing in lbat very~. while bil
will WIS far away undermining the foundlliona of Ablbs
Castle. As it was. hi.I towa' bid been guued IDd his ltlVIDll
slain. Durun was much lite his f'aaber, IDCI wbo blew wblt
acaets the Akudm poslClled? What kind of m.p:b Im
Durun rescued from hi.I castle, ml now intmded eo wieJd
against his father•• slayetl Rastengcld'• pleuant mood
churned into fury and fear.
. "How many men does be have with him?" demPded
Rastengeld. "How far away is he? Is be equi&Jped for a siep?
Do the King•s Knights ride with him?" Dirt 11nilecf • bil
master• s discomfort. a sinisaer smile of roaed. yellow tCecb.
"Only one man marches with.Ymnan Akutbar, a mvant
from an alehouse in Lando. They 1re not equipped for a
siege. There arc no Knights frool the King with them." 1be
spy smiled. even as his heart shoot. He would eilber be
rewarded or annihilaaed. His life was not easy. Ralfeagcld
suddenly· laughed; it was a wicbd sound, bUt Dirt was
pleased. The Arcb-Soiterer toaed bis spy a SICt of coins.
"Y orman is it?" laughed Rastmgcld. "Young, foolish
Yorman! The dolt seeks to challenge me! Wmdclfulf I sbaD
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soon have an Akuthar bead to grace my walls!" As he

laughed, Rastengeld considered having the spy slain in some
lenible manner f<r playing him the fool. And perhaps he
would later, but right at the moment he was in fine spirits.
"Have Musfuntan's men capture him. Have them take
care. f<r the boy may know some tricks. And have them take
care not to damage his head!"
"How many men?" asked the spy. "He is an Akuthar."
"He is a whelp. And a fool," replied Rastengeld The
Arch-Sorcerer thought for a moment, "Have his companion
slain," he added. Then he dismissed his favorite spy with a
wave of his hand. In the blink of an eye the spy was gone. The
air inside the chamber was fresher, like a summer breeze
blowing away the stench of a rotted corpse. Rastengeld sat
back on his throne and thought about how well things were
going. Life, indeed, was wonde.rful.
"Listen," said Yorman, holding his hand to his ear,
"someone is pissing in a chamberpot, Go empty it, Carilc!"
They stood in the middle of the road and glared at each other.
Both their faoes were flushed red, f<r they had been arguing
for some time.
"I will," promised Carik, "and I will be emptying chamberpots long after you are so much dust in the wind!" Carik
turned to make his way back to Lanthor. This was a fool's
errand, and he bad done enough foolish things in his life.
Ignoring Y orman's taunts, he took a dozen determined steps
down the road before he heard the pounding of horses. He
looked up and saw a group of horsemen sweeping over a hill
and bearing down on him. The late-noon sun glinted off their
loog laoces and mail hauberks of fine Allnarian steel. As they
neared, Carilc could make out a Black Hawk emblem on their
round shields. Men from Musfuntan. The riders lowered their
lances level with Carik's chest. Carilc turned and fled across
the fields towards a grove of trees. Yorman was a step behind.
The Four Kingdoms of Allnar had been inhabited for
many generations. Hardy, rugged men of ages past had
~the
greatElstain Mountains to flee the ruin of the Lost
Kingdom of UllWlan. Centuries lattt, the Legion of Heros
from legendary Zangaria had msched to the northlands,
making war with Slayer the Mace-Wielder and the GoblinKing Gomm-Kaar. Many of those blonde-haired men desired
the lands they found and stayoo to found the Four Kingdoms
of Allnar. Thus the lands had been under plow for many years
and the once-mighty forests cleared to make room for fields
of barley, com and wheat. Carik and Yonnan didn't have a
mighty forest in which to lose themselves, only a sorry-looking grove of young birch and elm trees.
The soldiers split up; three jumped off their horses and

ran into the trees after Carik and Yorman, three more rode to
the other side of the grove to cut off their escape.
"You want to slay sorcerers," gasped Carik as they darted
around trees and jumped over fallen logs, "but you can't even
handle a few men!" The soldim were gaining on them-- the
soldiers were fresh, and Carik and Yorman had been marching and arguing much of the day. Carik stopped and decided
to fight. for running deeper into the grove would only bring
them closer to the soldiers on the other side.
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"Draw your sword!" he called to his companion, and
turned and drew his scimitar in one smooth motion. Out of
the comer of his eye he saw Yorman tugging at his
broadsword. With the trouble the young Akuthar was having
getting his weapon out of his scabbard, he knew they were in
serious trouble.
Two soldim went after the taller and brawnier Carik,
while one aimed his sword at Y orman. The riders were
armored in the knee~length chainmail hauberks of Allnarian
warriors; their helms were steel, and hung with camai1 that
protected their necks and shoulders. They wielded long,
straight. wide-bladed swords: not u heavy as Yorman's
weapon, but well able to snap Carik' s slender scimitar in two.
The soldiers hacked at Carik and tried to flank him. They
were grim, bearded and silent, and both were skilled
swordsmen. Though their blades were heavier and slower
than Carik's, Carik's lunges and ripostes were easily
deflected.Theclash of steel on steel sent numbing jolts up his
arm. Carik didn't try to stand up to them, but backed constantly away and tried to keep the evening sun in their eyes. It was
his grandfather's advice, and the only bit of the old man's
sword-lore he could remember at the moment But it was
difficult to do in the shady grove.
The two swordsmen came on, their blades seeking a
momentary lapse in Carik's defense to kill him. Carik took
another step back, and suddenly the trunk of an elm tree
protected his side. He seized the instant to face one of his
attackers. He parried the soldier's blow, redirecting the blade
instead of trying to stop it, His scimitar flashed in a swift
riposte that the soldier's heavy sword couldn't hope to parry,
and slashed the soldier from belly to chest The soldier
gasped. but his mail saved his vitals. Carik cursed, then
ducked as the soldier's sword swept over his head. The sword
bit deep into the tree. Carik's blade came up like a slrik:ing
serpent, the thrust went deep into the soldier's eye and he
crashed to the ground. Carik pulled his sword free and leapt
over the fallen man in the same instant. and felt the other
soldier's sword graze his back, neatl)'. cutting his leather
jerkin.

Carikheard the ring of steel as Yoonan IJ'aded blows with
the remaining soldier, and heard the shouts of the other riders
u they burried to the aid of their comrades. Then Carik gave
his attention to the man trying to kill him.
The soldier charged, swinging his blade in smooth, wide
arcs. Carik jumped nimbly out of the way. It took an instant
for the more heavily armored soldier to change his direction,
and in that instant Carik threw his fate to chance and thrust
straight at his chest It was a lucky blow, his point split a steel
ring, and the man joined his comrade on the cool forest
ground. Carik wrenched his blade free, his eyes transfixed by
the bright red blood over shining steel. He beard nothing but
the shudder of the soldier's final breath- a gentle gasp as life
left him cold. The ring of swords and shouts of soldiers were
drowned out in the quiet whisper of death. A trickle of red
blood ran from the dead lips. Carik eyes were drawn to the
blood on his sword-- old Ragoor had taught him well. Then
Yonnan's desperate shout stirred Carik's thoughts, and he
hurried to his friend's aid.

Somehow the young Akuthar bad managed to foil the
blows of his opponent with clumsily swung parries of bis
heavy broadsword.The soldier bad forced Yorman against a
tree, and was doing bis best to disarm him. Carilc stepped
forward quietly, meaning to stab upwards under the camail
that protected the man' s neck. It was a good, if unheroic, idea.
It would have w<X'ked, if a sudden shout from the soldier's
nearby companions bad not warned him. The soldier spun
around, swinging bis blade in a complete circle and knocking
Carik's sword clean from bis hand with a ringing clash of
steel. The soldiC'l''s next blow would have cut Carilc in half,
had not Y onnan taken that moment to make his only effective
blow of the melee. His sweeping sword sent the soldiC'l''s head
flying from bis shoulders- helm, camail and all. CariJc
stooped for his blade, and in that moment the forest blued
with a blinding flash of light
When Carilc could see again. he found Yonnan knocking
the othersoldim senseless with the tlatofhis sword. It wasn't
too difficult, as the men where crawling about oo their knees,
their blinded eyes full of tears.

"A bit of Akulhar scxcery," said Yonnan smugly. as
Carik wiped tears from bis own eyes. "I only needed a
moment or two to cast it It will take more than a few men to
keep an Akulhar from his vengeance!"
"Very nice," agreed Cank, "and a nice bit of sword-play
too, although it was impossible." Yorman fidgeted under
Carik's stare.
"The blade has a bit of an encbantment on it," admitted
the young Akulhar. "My brother Durun did it for me. He is a

worthy enchantC'l', deeply learned in the arts of sorcery.
Though my father could have done a much better job if he
were still alive."
"Enchanted swords and light spells aside." said Carit as
he wiped blood from bis blade, "it will be impoaible to get
nearRast.engeldnow,heknows we are coming!" Carilc waved
at the prone bodies as proof.

"Fear not," answC'l'Cd Yonnan

with a grin, "for I have a

plan!"
UndC'l' the red sky of dusk two soldiers rode up to the gate
of Darks&one Tower. The massive, black iron portcullis rose
slowly on raltling chains, and the two horsemen rode in under
the great stone walls. The captain of the guard met them on
the other side; a squat, thickly muscled man whose black
beard was marred by a scar that ran from bis chin to bis ear.
He looked at the two weary riders with shrewd dark eyes. his
fingers tapping on the hilt of the sh<Xt sword at bis side. The
riders had little to report but their names. The captain looked·
at them scornfully and shook his head.
"Nothing, eh? They got away from you, eh? Bah. Musfuntan is a fool, and bis men are blundering idiots! Well. you
had best think of something to say. f<X" Master Rast.engeld
wishes to see you immediately!" The captain grinned wolfishly. relishing the bad news. "Next time you'll do better, if you
have a next time!"
"We serve Lord Mosfuntan, not the Master of
Darlcstone," replied the largC'l' of the two ~· The captain

sneered and snapped bis thick fingers. Four large figures
suddenly loomed fran the shadows under the walls.
"Master Rast.engeld will see you- now!" sneered the
captain as the four warri<X'S surrounded the horsemen. F.a:b
was nearly as tall as the tallC'l'rider, and each was more heavily
muscled. They woee bard leather haubeib with blackened
st.eel studs that gleamed like dart stars. The two riders
shivered, and held their toogues. They were bollin wanicn,
the huge, fierce war-loving folk from the southern lands of
Urgench. TbC boll's heavy swords were yet in their scabbards. but their thick bands twitched with desire to draw them.
Krollin were fearsome fighters, and they forged their own
weapons. The larger the krollin, the largC'l' the swooi The
tmible Kroll Kings of Urgench wielded waapons that two
ordinary men could hardly lift. But these four were enough
to cow the two rick.rs. They slid meekly from their bones and
fell in between the hulking bolls. They were marched to the
high IOWC'l' that loomed above in the darkness. like a great
mountain-god of SfODC.
Dalkstone Tower was well named, for it was built of
blade rock. Which god or demon laid the stones f<X" the
massive foundatims no one remembered; what great battles
it had seen in the ages before memory no one knew. But it
was Rastengeld who cleaned the dust from those foundation
stones, and bis slaves and bis sm:ay that piled the high walls
and lOWC'l'S upon them. The great tower-ktiep Stood nearly
three hundred feet tall, from C.. away Carik bad lhougbtit one
of the peaks of the Elstains. Now. as he was marched through
the gloomy balls lit occuionally by smoking tcrches, he
wished he was fa' away. He wished he bad nevC'l' came to the
Tower. wished he had never met Yorman Akulhar, wished he
bad not quit his job in LandlOI'. and wished, finally, that he
bad never left his father's fields in pt.aeeful, C..-away Uree
Valley. He was too tmified to even think of~·
Somewbel'e in the cower men and 1aollin arc md drank
together in boislerous company. the halls echoed with the din
of feaning warriors. Occuionally the acream of a ravished
serving wench filled the halls, followed by the fierce, lusaful
laughter m men md bolls. Carik felt swr.at trickle down bis
back under the stolen armor. He could feel the eyes of the two
kro1ls behind him boring into bis back. hoping that be would
reach f<X" bis sword. He kept bis hinds at his sides md his eyes
on the bolls that led them. Things are not looting good,
thought Carik miserably.
As they climbed a nam:>w. winding stairway Cri began
to wonder how they would die. It would tab only a few
moments for the dark sorcerer to penetrate their crude m.
guises, and then they would be finished. Blasted out of
exist.ence by sm:erous flame, <X' turned into newts and frogs
and fed to snakes? His mind filled with the endless varieties
his 00om could take. The slairs sciemed endless, and he grew
more terrified with each step.
Yonnan suddenly stopped and turned tothekrolls behind
them. Carik's heart leapt to bis mouth, be knew the bolls
were just waiting f<X" them to do something foolish to justify
hacking them into bits. In a flash the krolls bad their swards
half from their scabbards. savage grins twistr.cl their brutish
faces.
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•Are you tired?• asked the Akuthar, in a voice that
sounded tired itself. Yonnan stared deep inlo the beady eyes
of the trolls as be spoke, bis own eyes wide and unblinking.
•Ale you not weary? Tiimeeed?'" be repeated, drawing the
word out endlessly. "Two of you should be enough to guide
my comrade and I the Jong, Jong rest of the way. And you two
have done much, much. much. much men lhan enough
already.You desave yom drink and rest many, many, many.
many, many times over," Yorman's voice was becoming
monobM>US. one of the trolls blinked and yawned: 'Ibeocber
looked drowsy. and their sword slipped from their fingers
beet into their scabbards. Yonnan suddenly put a band on the
chest c:A each of the enchanted bolls and shoved as bard u
be could. They tumble.cl like corpses down the saone saeps.

The bolls leading them were not affccled by Yorman 's
encbanammt at all. They drew their swords; heavy, tcrriblelooking weapons with jagged aeetb aloog the edges. Carik's
big boot kicbd the legs out from wm one of the bolls u
the bruse aimed a decapitating blow at Yorman. and be was
jmt able to get bis sword out in the cramped stairway and
deflect the otbet troll's powerful stroke. The blow nearly
knocked the stolen broadswordfrom Carik's bands; it would
have easily snapped bis lighter scimitar. As the two trolls
concenbaled on Carik. Y orman finally brought bis weapon
inlo the fray. In two ligluning-swift slashes it cut through the
bard haubelb of the bolls. and they tumbled down the
bloody steps to join their comrades.
"That was a clever bit of wizardry, and a good blade work
tool" said Carik. "Now to escape!" He aumed to run down the
stairs. He made one step before Yorman grabbed bis sbouldcf'
and spun him around.

"Rastengeld is this way," hissed Yarman. and be started
running up the stairs. Carik groaned. then followed. They
charged up the stairs in a jingle of mail, knowing they would
have little time before the dead trolls on the stairs were
discovered, The ·narrow Slairway ended before a dark door
tlankt.d by smoking torches. They stopped abruptly and crept
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forwsd in silence. Carik measured the door with bis eyes,
then took a deep breath and readied bis sword.
"Stand back!" hissed Carik as be prepared to hurl himself
forward. "By the Iron Fist of Kullzak, this door wcn't stop
met" Yorman 's band grabbed bis ann just before be charged.
"By all yomiron-be.a«lcdgodsl" whispered Yorman into
bis ea-. "Sheath yom blade, you widess sword-swinger!"
"What do we do?" whispered back Carik.
-We shall slay a 90l'Cerer by 90l'Cel)'I" said Yorman. "You
go first. •• ,"
"What?"
" •• .and distract him while I cast a spell."
"And if your spell fails, and be turns me into dust. what
will you do then?" demanded Carik.

"Join you. of comse," answered Yarman. Carik bit his
lip and reluctandy sbea1hcdhis sword. He didn't like the i<D.
but unfortunately it seemed fair. Yorman aumed to one of the
foully-reding torches. They were cX dart wood soabd in
pitch, and set in black iron scones forged in the form c:A long
bone-like arms with taloned bands. Yorman Slared at the
flickering flame for a long moment. then reached up. Carit's
eyes widened, and before be could move Yonnan put bis
naked band into the flame.
When Y orman witbdlew bis band be was holding a
blazing ball of dancing red fire.
"Go now!" hissed the Akutbar through clenched t.eetb.
Carik nodded and 1Umed to the door, but be also slipped bis
daggez from bis sheath and held it close against bis wrist. He
was im~
by Y orman 's sorcery. but there was something
about the way the young Atutbar was sweating that didn't
impire confidence.
Carik took a deep breath and lifted bis hand, then the door
swung open on its own accord. As if be was expected. Carit
frowned. and forced bis unwilling legs to march.

Carik tried to think

of himself as a soldier making a

fortress were too far away to be of help. FluUcring madly, he
flew around die tower and darted beck in through the window.
Rastcngeld stood befcxe bis throne, rubbing bis thin
hands to gether and laughing madly. A broom danced about
the room by itself, swatting at a liale, black moose dW nm
helter-skelter acnm the floor. Carik flew directly at the sorcerer and scratched Rasteogeld's smooch, beld lad with bis
liule clawed feel Rastengeld looked up in surprise-and
received the fire ball full in his face.
Rastengeld's lad burst inlO flames--he sbritbd very
loudly, and only once. The sorcerous flame spread ·to
Rastengeld's robt3 in an imtant. even as he roUed about
frantically on the floor. Fmal ly he lay still and burned. The
chamber filled with a foul, nameating stench.

report. not as a man about to die. He avoided looking at the
ivocy throne at the far end of the room, and looked at the walls
imtead. Anguished faces on severed beads l<><*ed back at
him. Carik paled and turned away quickly. He took a long,
shuddering breath to begin his story, then heard icy laughta
that sent chills down his back. His tongue froze in his mouth.

"Welcome to Darkstone Tower, Carikofl..anthort I hope
you have had a pleasant journey here. But where is your friend
Yarman the Doomed? Has he suddenly become shy? Or has
he suddenly become wise. and fled?" Carik looted up into the
mocking face of the old Arch-Sorcettz. The wicked humor in
the cruel, gaunt face made his knees weaken. Only the fact
that Rastengeld's black, piercing eyes held him froun kept
him from falling.

The mouse stopped well away from die burning ArcbSorcerer. Squeak. squeak! it went Caw, Caw! answa'Cd the
crow angrily from its perch at.op the ivcry throne. Befcxe the
convenation could continue. anned men and bollin burst
into the chamb«, coughingand gagging in the smote. The
crow took a tiny, deep brcaah and swooped down, catching
the mouse's tail in its clawed feet. Togeth« they flew out the
window, engaged in a violent cawing, squeaking debale.

A ball of flame arced over Carik's head; the flame
seemed a balled fist of living fire aime.d at the soo:aer.
Rastengeld lifted a thin, arched eyebrow, and calmly raised
his lOllg-fmgm:d hand. The flame was sucked inlO his open
palm and vanished. lWtengeld laughed.
"So he still remains! A brave youth, but a fool! Alu for
Yarman, that I pas.as the GICat Book of his father! Already
I have mastered the simple tricks of fire!" btengeld laughed
and rubbed his withered hands together.
Carik felt life flow back to his limbs as the spell of the
old sorcerer's eyes was broken. He flung his dagger.
RMtengeld was swifta yet. His hand flew up, and the
dagger vanished in a puff of black smoke. Rastengeld clucked
his tongue, shodc his skull-lite head and smiled. With a
scream of desperation Carit whipped out his sword and
hurled himself at the Kaldaashan Arch-Sorcaer. Rasteogeld
pointed a long, dUn finger, and the wmd around Carik
vanished in thunder and light. When die swormman finally
reached die soo:aer, Rastengeld seemed to have grown a
hundred times larger. Carit bounced off the old man's frail
chest and flulla'ed about die room, a small black bird.

~

r:

CHILDHOOD'S END
by K. V. Skene
Eilch yesttrdily
Ended when, quill m11,,t::,Uy, ·
The streetlights blinked, 11 emu 11g11in
Bewitched tire night.
DflTlc Pony Wllittd; when pllly W11S dont
I g11lloptd
sleqmlde
T1rroU6_h Ever n4.
The other side~ TD11S mil,
Beldn4 tire ay it . . N~lhtliglds
Are bright enoug
To see with new wide opened eya
Clar down tire mul whm
nm
To childhood's
•

my=

"Yonnanl" called RMtengeld menily. "Come see! Your
friend has a form io match his brains!• Y <nnan burst into the
room, bis en chanted swooi whirling and flashing like a
thunderbolL A bolt of red light sprang from Raaengeld's
hand, and die sword exploded inw a thousand glowing fragments. Yarman was flung agaimt the wall. He lay lhelC
stunned as Carik float.red about die room and cawed.

tr:

"Fear not, little bird,. said Rastengeld kindly. The Kaldaashan held out his hand, and a small blue flame appeared
on his pllm. The fire grew inlO a blazing ball of flame.
IWtengeld flipped it inlO the air and it immedialely started·
chasing die bird •you will not be a bird for long," laughed
Rastengeld, "you will soon be ash!" Then he gave his attention
to Yarman, who was stirring and groping feebly for bis
dagger. "As for you, rodent .. " he began. Carit flew around
the room once more, lhen bolled out the chamber's only
window, flapping bis little fealhery wings as hard as he coold.
The ball of fire followed him.

But tlfllt as then.
Now I endure
sleepless nights,
Curst tire dttld
, too tired to brmk
The ni£htmilre's hold.
No m11gic niern rescues me,
I count itlch hour, raiit 11n4 prriy
For morning light.
Deliberritely, I foigot tNit mul
Where ponies emu nin, young 11n4 free,
Long long 11go.
DflTlc Pony run, dOn't wt1it for me·
I grew too wise, clo6td both
eya
At childhood's end.

:::Z,

my

Carik the Crow flew around the tower, looping and
dodging in die air. The fue-ball grew ever closer. There were
no trees he could hide in, and the lesser buildings of the

....

,,;
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NOW I WILL BELIEVE THAT THERE ARE
UNICORNS
by AmyWolf
eorge R. F.rickson hurled the twenty-five-percent cotton fiber paper across the room,
visions of following it with his Selectric
dancing through his bead like sugar plums.
He moaned softly, stirring the cat. trying to
imbed bis face into the surface of his writing
desk.

Through the wood, he could see the icons of his
celebrated put ~g
planetsand swaying necromancas,
there on the trophy shelf; stiff certificates and honorary
degrees. glaring behind glareJes,, glass; and his books, all
twelve of them, kicking in a chorus line above his tad.
Llkefine wine, George's time bad come, the secondbook
of his epic trilogy, A Company of Elves, having just cracked
the New York Tunes BestseUer List. Dust cover blurbs
screamed him worthy of bmlk:ing bread with Bradbury,
Moorcock, Bllison; royalty checks flowed like mead. But, as
with most thinp, there was trouble in paradise:
Ge<qe R. Ericksoll could no longer write.

George brushed a sandy blonde wisp off his forebt.ad,
staring at his reflection in the elevator's silver panel. A
thin-lipped fellow in his mid-thirties s&ared back, blue eyes
pale behind wile frame glasses. He could hardly believe that
this waxy-faced, emaciated creaaure was him; there was a
time, not so long ago, when women bad actually found him
attractive.
He shrugged. trying not to let the past chJICh at him, but
there it was, metallic fingers drawing ribbons of blood.
Six months ago. Retwning borne from a triumphant
college tour, to find the pink pastel DOie framed neatly against
the refrigerator: "Geage: pleae tty to understand, but I've
always wanted to act" This being how Carol, his wife of
eleven years, had infooned him that she had run off with a
sleazeball Hollywood poducer.

"F.ricksoo -- recognized you from the back of the boots
-- I'm Pat O'Neil." The satyr-like, fiftyish man in the blueand-red jogging suit caught Ge«ge 's hand in a tiller grip.

George stole a glance across a crumbling office, where
dirty shafts of sunlight illuminated tiny moth corpses on the
window sill.
"So, this is what happens to editors when they die- they
get shipped off to L.A.--"

threw

O'Neil
back his shoulder-length gray hair, laughing uproariously. "Don't be silly, George; I've always been
here, you just never knew it" He cleared his throat awkward-
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ly, not a good sign. "Loot, I'm not gonna pull any punches
with you - New York's nervous as hell about Midlodlian's
Heart.song, They want me to tty to ... speed things along ... •
Geo-gecloscdhiseyesinpain.IftheholeneartheboUom
of his soul could ooze liquid, he'd be standing up to his neck
right now.
It wasn't that he didn't want to write the boot- Ouist,
how he wanted to! It was just that lalely, those hidden realms
of fantuy which bad once called to him had faded into
silence, retreating behind a veil of impenetrability. And he
knew. without being told, exactly why this was so.
Because he no longer Believed.
• --ight not be a bad idea to send a temp up to your place
this aftanooo-" O'Neil was saying. "Lot a' guys tell me the
juices really start flowin' if there's somebody else around to
bounce ideas off m-"

"Couldn't ljmt talt to my cat?" George asked, thinking
that if he didn't get out of there, he was going to till either
himself or this well-meaning Santa Claus. Bowing his goodbyes, he disappr.arcd through the door.
O'Neil stared aftt.r him with sympathy. "Sad case," he
mumbled, slipping out lhe back entrance and jogging the
twenty miles home along the boulevard.
The innocuous "ding dong" of lhe bell found George
slumped over his Selectric, waaching the ribbon cartridge spin
round and round. With muted enthusiasm, he dragged over to
his front door, opening it to find:
The most beautiful

woman in the world staring back at

him.
It wasn't that she was dressed provocatively or ttying to
play up her looks in any way. It was just that beneath the
veneer of her red couon business suit. between the scrands of
her decoromly tied-back black hair, there wafted a heady
sensuality, a pure menthol kick that cleared the sinuses.
"Mr. Erickson," the woman said professionally, "my
name is Allyson Miles. I'm to talce dictation for you from the
hours of two 'till four.•
"Uh--" George fumbled awkwardly, "won't you please,
um-"

She sat down.
He sighed. "I~
they want me to tty bashing out ideas
for the last boot of my trilogy--"
"The one about the elves?" she chimed in brightly.
Heavy pause. "Yes."

He thought for awhile, his tennis shoes moving lightly
over shag carpeting. Closing his eyes, he became a Moviola,
his visions two-frame splices:
Fairy folk man:hed through a deme wood, accompanied
by the throaty strains of a hammer dulcimer, the sorcerer
Norinanthar leaned in to his black grimoire, whispering a
Name that was better left unspoken; two armies advanced OD
an unending plain, one in gold, the ocba' silver, led by a
ruby-red amulet flaring brightly, just as-

"Lousy. He couldn't sec me at all ·- just sat there with
his mouth hanging open, like a Sblffed blowfish."
The man shook his head. "Too bad. .. too bad." He lambered over to a rusty file cabinet, pulling out an enormous
green ledger. Paging rapidly to the E's, he let his pen hover
over a scrawled notatioo reading: "ERICKSON, GEORGE,
R. STA1US: 'MAYBE.'"
With a sigh, he crossed out the entry in a flood of ink,
substituting: ~HOPELESS."

··the Moviola spluttered to a halt, the film falling from
its core.

Allyson's Bic hung birdlike over her ruled steno pad,
preparing to add to the legend that was George R. Erickson.
"I ... I can't," He satdownheavily,praying for pestilence,
flood, the Big Earthquake -- death.
Pity shone from Allyson's gray-green eyes as she
reached out to him, squeezing his fingers gently. He steeled
himself for the inevitable cliche, but instead, she did something totally unexpected:
She began to take off her clothes.
George stared open-mouthed, thanking God he was sit·
ting down. This woman had a body thatcould sink a thousand
ships •• she was Aphrodite sculpted in alabaster skin. Long
braided hair streamed over perfect breasts, gently rounded
hips, thighs that cried out to be touched.
"Well?" she asked softly, gauging his every move with
those enormous eyes.
"I, I--" George tried to keep his legs from shaking. "You
sure you wouldn't feel more comfortable in the bedroom?"
This seemed to trigger something in her. "Tum around,"
she said.

"But

«

what-- what did I-·"

"'IURN AROUND." This wasn't a request; it was an
imperial edict, issued from the lips of a~-

George swivelled in his desk chair, confusion flooding
through him like a drug. He heard the distant rustle of silk,
then cotton, and finally, the finn creak of wood as she
slammed the do<x' behind her.
Striding over to where she'd left her panty hose, he
picked them up, crumpling them into a ball.
Tomorrow, he'd have to tell O'Neil to find a new temp
agency.

...........
Allyson stopped running when she arrived in a seedier
of Van Nuys, pausing befcxe a door displaying the coal
of arms of a lion, a unicorn, and a knight aushing a scorpion
beneath his sabalon. Below it were etched the words, in fine
gold leaf: "SECRET SOCIE1Y, KEEP our."
She pushed her way inside, greeting a man sealed before
a personal computer.
"Well, how'd it go, Arleta?"
part

Geoege ducted into a narrow alcove as he spotted Al·
lysoo striding out of O'Neil's office, anns ove.tflowing with
mailing envelopes. He sighed with relief as she pressed the
"down" button, sweeping into the elevator.
"Well?" O'Neil asked metaphorically, his girth expand·
ing behind his desk.
"There's something very strange about that temp, O' Neil. Yeslerday, she--·"
"Never mind that. Anything happening with the book?"
Ge<rge knew before saying a word that the editor already
bad the answer.
O'Neil passed a large band over his eyes. "I'm afraid
there's nothing more I can do for you, F.rictson. You're on
your own now ... "
Geage nodded heavily, skluching his way back down
the hall. Now, more than ever, he wished that Carol were here
with him, to Slroke his hair softly, tell him that everything
would be alright. But she wu on location in Oslo, malting
him happy by finally leaving him alone with his work. Or so
shethoughL

"That's right, swcctbeart·- nice n' easy."
Gecrge 's foot never made it to lhe next step leading to
the lmdergrouod garage.
"Take it all off, puta-" ADOCber menacing growl. lh«c,
below him, OD lhe stairwell. He crouched down low, laking
in the whole scenario: three young punks, very greasy, were
slitting off their victim's cloches at lmife--poinL In one sictCQing rush of recognition, he caught the glimmer of graygreen eyes that could only belong to one woman.
Steel zigl.agged across her thigh as the last of her undaclothes hit the filthy floor.
Gecrge staggered to his feet, psyching himself up to rush
down upoo them, top-eventanolheratrocityin this city where
blood flowed more freely than suntan oil. He was no Rambo,
but what the bell. his life wasn't worth that much anyway-He never bad a chance to move.
One of the punks closed in on Allyson, then went down
withascream,clutchinghisbinenlumd;tbenextroUedbeside
him, the wind knocked out of him by an Ama7.0nian blow
from her leg.
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The lat man up kdcd acamt. but bad in bis fav<X' a
rmty six-inch blade limned with Notches running smoothly

down the handle.

"F
bitch!" he spat. moving in for la, swinging
the satel in a jagged arc f<X' la throat. but finding something
else: something unseen. From George's perspective.
whatever it was must have protruded from la face. because
she shoot bet bead. oece, and the punk embed to the floor.
laid out upon impact with - What?
George stood trmsfixed as the are-y threesome slunk
off. cuaing a wide swalh around the· naked woman who
aeemed oblivious to their departure.Extending la alabaster
neck. she tbrmt met bet bead. and from bet 1hroat is.1ued the

bad brought home that lat-up old Remington; when Carol
had whispered in his e. that yes. she would marry him; when
he saw his name- his - Slaling back at him from a bookstore
window.
He fek his stomach drop as the unicorn wheeled sharply,
dropping from the Heavens lite Icarus plunging into the sea.
depositing him (as be knew she would) squarely in the middle
of bis front pm:h ••
The two of them stood and saared at each ocher for a long
time tbm, ilhuniMttd only by lhe alicom of pure while light
Gcorge reached out to stt<*e the animal's drooping beard, as
finely spun as the clouds.

IOUDdof:

"Wha- whit are you doing here?" he finally managed
to gasp.

Dnaons wings whistling overhead; the flourish of a
wiz.ard's cap; an aphrodisiac uncapped. With that single
piercing note. George heard the sound of imaginarion. of
fancuy. d enchanted worlds whose veils had been ripped off.
s&anding ODCC ID<R resplendent in bis sight

"We never left." she answered calmly, in her clear,
human-form voice.
And George knew then, all at once. Knew that she would
ascend back into the night. leaving him in the DOW Uller

Shaking. be lifted his head from his knee!. fighting the
urge to nm toward Allyaon. to lake bet in his arms. But what
he saw was a beautiful woman no longer- in bet place mere
stood a unicorn, eighteen hands high, wilh glisaming white
hide, flowing black mane and tail, an alicom of twisted white
light. and those eyes. unmisrakable, gray-green and enor-

darkness.

But somehow, it didn't maua. He ran into the house,
rolling a aisp new sheet into his Selectric. thinking exciledly
about the unicorn •s Great Cry- bow to get it down just right?

--

mous.
Wilbout a word. he It.apt onto the animal's back. grabbing for handfuls of mane. He clung on for de.- life as she
galloped toward the "Exit" sign, then unfolded diaphanous
wings, soaring upward into the night
His lungs filled with icy air as the two of them burst
above the cloud cover, sailing benealb a moon where every
crater stood out in bas relief. Ge<qe saw the srars tonight as
they were meant to be seen -- unobscured by smog and neon
- crying out at ~
coostellations with the delight of a
child.

And he feh free, freer than be ever had in his life; it was
the rediscovery of a basic joy he bad known when his falher
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The door to the Secret Society was slightly a;. as Allyson entered. She threw a glance at the man at the P/C,, who
dispen.9ed his host d unicorns acroa the planet.
Reading the message in Allysoo's eyes, he removed his
faithful green ledger. By the name of George R. Ericboo, be
aossed out "HOPELESS,• saawling, "NOT SO BAD."

With a shared nod. the twoofthem--Allysonand O'Neil
-slipped out the window ,making their way to wbttevcr hope

was needed.

WIND BOUND.
CONFESSIONS OF A
DRAGON LADY
by K. V. Skene
Before I knew the wisdom of this world
I felt the ebb and fl(}U) of secret tides.
After the moon-pale dragons swutly sang
Their siren songs of lust and death and hell and hate
I saw through sun-washed eyes your perfect face.
All I would ever hope for, die for,
All I would ever live for, kill for,
Sank in the waves, drowned in my dragon love.
White dragon, croumed and conquering,
Fighting for a chance to rule a world,
I connive and manipulate.
Oh, see the cleverness of me!
There are no rules that I cannot break,
No limits to thought, and always another chance
To win a battk or to lose a war.
Blind power games play in my dragon head.
In my body center I know I am at home
With myself, my sex and sensuality.
Deep in the shad(}U)s of the hidden moon
My inner garden grows black dragon roots,
Earth knowing, intertwining, part of all that I am,
Part of all that I will ever be.
Interconnecting, always and ever full of life.
This is my secret, this the dragon me.
Inside the very essence of myself,
My soul, where I am, red dragons wait
For recognition-and to light the blaze
Where all the very best and worst
Of me ignites and finds illumination
In the consuming flames.
Someday I'll catch fire, someday I'll burn
Bright in my dragon soul.

by K. V. Skene
Back of the North Wind,
Under a pallid sun, all life
Is permafrosted.
An old world dressed in black and white;
A cold world caught
In one quick-frozen timeless shot.
In the badlands, in the deadlands,
Days are never, nights forever,
Back of the North Wind
The unborn sleep.
Run with the &st Wind
Into the city's glass-edged streets,
Where gilt-edged tradm
Transmute their souls into fool's gold.
Pass the blind alleys,
Where broken dreams, exhausted, end.
Storm the gateway, eye the highway,
Drive the JaSt track-don't loOk backRun with the &st Wind,
Don't fall asleep.
Call for the West Wind,
Drown the roaring crashing wavtS.
Salt water tears
Stingyesterdlly's pain agriin and again.
Gray cloudy morning,
.
Tomorrow breaks upon a new short.
Sailor, send me a blut sky,
Or te«h me a blut song so I'll belong.
Call for the West Wind,
Rock me to sleep.
Hot blows the South Wind
Over sun-burnt hills, where eoay foot
Walks the bloody coals.
Taste all the sJ days, 11Uld dllys,
Swallow their fire.
Thirst in the sly wind, dry wind,
Drink to this crazy sun-sh'oked life.
Awake to love and hate-to fate.
Hot blows the South Wind,
Too hot to sleep.

. ·!~;"~~ .
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Dialogue Between the Sun and the Wind
by Richard Sharpless
hat is this tree," said the Wind, "whose leaves are
like spines and whose seeds carry two eyes and
a mouth?"
TheSunjustglaredather.Hecouldscarcely
begin his climb before she was tickling his legs
and bothering him with her endless questioning.
Every day the Sun passes, and the people know he goes
with the Wind. But they don't bear the stories he must tell
before he sets; only the Wind hears, and me, if I listen hard
from the shade of my deep-sea cave.
To think that all the stories told are not a sand grain to
the ones forgouen, and you will see why I take the name
Tusitala--the Story- teller. None wear it any longer, not even
among the old ones gathaed under the cool banyans late in
the day, flipping their black and white pebbles in the sandy
pigeon shit, They talk of fishing, reefs and currents; of their
families and their wives. Squatting flat-fooled the way old
men have always done, their banter mingles with the din of
mynah birds; but never do they discuss more than the passing
day .. .and that is enough to keep them occupied until the sun
slants down upon the milky waves in bars of yellow, and night
is a memory waiting IO happen.
Sometimes, when the sea washes my cave with its soft
undulation, one of the village girls announces herself by
tossing a shell or flower onto my ledge. They want stories to
while away the tropical evening, after their day's work is pau,
and I must brush sand from my laulau mat a hundred times
before a single kiss have I obtained. It is not enough any more
for them to hear me in the Village Cude, where the Queen has
summoned my telling, and her courtiers lie about in sweating
heaps of flesh, dark as the bruised skin of a guava, while Tofoa
lounges beneath their bread fruit-leaf fans. No, these performances fit for Queen Tofoa are not sufficient for my
girls ... they want Kamalii to tell them of new wonders they
have only begun to imagine.
My cave is bigger than the hale of the chief and his queen,
but no one will live here because in it they say you can walk
forev er-even to where the island of great Kahiki is as small
and slippery in the distance as a papaya seed. No man of my
village knows what dwells beyond the sea-cave, but they say
that's where my stories come from, and I think they may be
right.
I'm not much good at walking, anyway, so am less inclined to wander off. Maybe that explains why I can live here
without getting Jost. My right foot is misshapen {where the
canoe dragged ~ver it when I was a keiki), but I can paddle
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better than many, and swim as good as the best of the young
ones, even as hairs grey on my head and my vision begins IO
falter. If I must go afoot, I can limp along at a petty good clip
with a stripling of wiliwili for support. When I tell I sit, all
night if the tale requires it, while the candlenuts sputter on
their strings of olona, and the wahihes work kapa, chewing
the fiber in their teeth and spitting into the calabashes as they
listen.
If you could.be with us, friend, you would hear me tell
of many things: of why our island world doesn't sink into the
sea; or why the reefs are ringed with foam; or what brings rain
in great bunches down from the mountains like the fei which
make our staple food.
All tales have been told before- I only brush sand from
the mat to give them a clear space to visit, They slip beside
me when they have wandered Jong over the Moon of Beaten
Kapa, and I must listen hard to make them mine.
Like the dialogue between the Sun and Wind. Old Sun

had to stoop to answer, and I caught his face beneath the high
arch of my roof: solemn, thoughtful and remote.
"Tusitala," said he, "the wind bothers me again with her
constant whining--can you answer what tree iris whose leaves
are like spines and whose seeds have two eyes and a mouth?"
His voice filled my cave with light, and I replied as best
I knew. "The word she seeks is a fruit that floats as a baby
and roots in the sand; each seed has husky brown hair and a
hidden face of its own. By name we call it niu, the coconut.
"In groves along the shore the niu flourishes, and deep in
the jungle too. This tree holds the gift oflife--yielding shelter,
clothing and sustenance. On the niu great Kahiki depends;
and when we climb its trunk, or crack its shell for meat, we
say our words of blessing to the faces among the leaves:
'niu tree, 0 niu tree
let us live together
for you have a face so like

our own

that we must spring from the same seed
and grow strong and tall

as one

in the sands of great Kahiki. '"
When I spoke the sea grew calm and the waves smoothed
into ripples. I lay back down to rest my thoughts in the shade
of my deep sea-cave; and allaround I heard the listening wind,
soft as a passing breath.

though the ending felt slightly anti-climactic. I think the first
paragraph of this story could be improved on, particularly the
senteocebeginningwith "Nootherphysical,livingpresence".

'ditorial

Amy Wolf's "Cat's Paw" could use a new title; this one
Welcome to The Mythic Circle #12. We apologize for
the lateness of this issue. Tina's triplets(!), born in March,
slowed her down considerably over the past few months.
They are now beginning to sleep at night, however, and she
anticipates remming to a normal pace soon • .We appreciate
your patience in the meantime.
This issue contains a fair amount of poetry, as did the last
two, and we feel we have whittled our backlog to a manageable level. Therefore we are reopening the magazine to poetry
submissions. (There is still a backlog, though, so be aware
that poems won't be published for a year or so.). We thank
Paul Nolan Hyde for creating the lovely lettering which
begins each story.
Our sponsoring organization, the Mytbopoeic Society, is
instituting an overall change in pricing policy for its publications. Lynn Maudlin provides a description of the change,
which is appended at the end of the Letters of Comment This
will affect only new subscriptions, so if your subscription is
paid up you don't need to send money now. (Let's rethink
that Contributions to the Mythopoeic Society are tax- deductible, and, if they are earmarlced for The Mythic Circle, are
very helpful to us. If you feel moved to send money, do, by
all means, send money.).

is clever, but really doesn't have a lot to do with the events
of the story. Though the last sentence was a little too blunt to
satisfy me, I generally thought this st.ory well written.
"Passage in the N'tgbt" by Brian Mason held me breathless. only to let me fall - splat! - with its "and then I woke
up" coding. I have nothing against stories whose major events
are revealed to be visions or dreams, as long as those dreams
go on to somehow impact the "real life" of the character who
bas had them. To simply say "it was a dream" and leave it
there cheats the reader. Besides revising the ending, I would
recommend re-writing paragraph two, which is very
awkward (it is hard to describe mystical feelings). The character's following the summoning of the evening star because
be had "nothing better to do" is much too flippmt and hardly
credible.
I cannot accuse "The Theft of the Sun" of not telling a
good st.ory, but the telling itself I find lacking something.
Douglas Rossman' s prose is too worlcmanlike -- gets the job
done but no more. More imagery, and pethaps more finely
drawn emotions, might help. As it is, the "this happened and
then this happened and then this happened" style lacks
dynamics and therefore, foe me, suspense. (By the way, "but"
and "mere" in the first sentence's "butameielad" are redundant).

Tina Cooper and Christine Lowentrout

I

etters of Comment

Dear Christine and Tina,
I found The Mythic Circle #11 to be extraadinarily
satisfactory, and perhaps for this reason I find that I have far
fewer comments to make on it than usual. (Why is it so much
easier to blame than to praise? No doubt this bas something
to do with a certain fruit plucked from an Edenic tree .... ).
In a reverse from last issue, I greatly pref erred the stories to
the poetry, notable exceptions being (of course) Gwenytb's
poems. As your long-time readers will know, I have a bias
against free verse; because of this I liked "Seamist for Two
Voices" the best of Cle lie Rich's poems, and in spite of this
I rather liked Walter Kuchinsky's "Wind, Maybe" and David
Sparenberg's "Red Hawk Song." A number of the otbec
poems bad interesting bits in them, but many left me wondering what, after all, the poems were meant to mean. There is
no virtue in obscurity for its own sake; or maybe I'm just
dense.
Among the stories, I was not entirely sure I unders10od
the ending of Susanne Dieckman 's "Sun-Time;" nonetheless
I thoroughly enjoyed the story's delicate whimsy." A Special
Bus" by Charles Rampp was pleasingly warm and moving.
Dan O'Keefe's "The Light that Was Lorainne" (great title)
also moved me in a much more gut-wrenching sort of way,

Conda Doug]as' "The Rune Mastec" was effectively
chilling, but would, Ibelieve, have been even more effective
if it hadn't been so apparent from early on in the story how it
WU destined to end.
My favorite story in the issue was Y. W. Massie's "Enforced Adaption" - - a delightful lighbless of style combined
with a creeping sense of horror (a hard mix to achieve), and
then an ending one could not help but feel happy abouL (At
least I couldn't help it, but then being an adorer of dogs I had
a naiural bias in favoc of it; also, one of my own stories
postulates a land world which, togethtt with its creablreS,
becomes a water world.) My complaint about this story js
that I would prefer anotbtt explanation, or no explanation at
all, to the "space alien" one given, but this too is probably a
bias on my part. Also, the last sentence could be beefed up a
bit (this letter makes it apparent that I am particularly picky
about endings).
Readers familiar with my work may be interested to
that after five y~ of rejections, I finally managed to
sell (I) a story - a dart fantasy (not horror) called "Son of
God, Daughter of Man" toPulphouse: A WtdlyMagaziM.
I don't know yet when the story will appear. Lesson to all
those others out there whose rejections total a hundred or
more: perserverance can pay off, a little, eventually.
know

Angelee ~Anderson
Westminster, California
Hurrah! It can happen.-TC
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Dear Mythic Circle,
First, some comments about the layout of the magazine
(#9) itself; there are a few problems with the flow of text from
one page or column to the next in which lines of print are
repeated, In one instance, there was a repetition of over two
paragraphs of a story. In another instance,an undeterminable
amount of text (but pl)bably not more than a few lines or so)
was cut between one page and the next, My iBIC of The
Mythic Circle is circa January, 1990, so those problems may
have been cleared up since then. But why is one story set in
a different typeface and in a different format (justified left and
right margins) when every omrz piece in the magazine is in
sans-saif Helvetica and in "flush left. ragged right?"
As to the stories themselves:
I very much liked "Prince of Thieves" by Angelee Sailor
Anderson. I didn't want it to end; I was left wanting to know
what happened nexL It has some wonderful descriptive prose
in it, and the voice of the nanator is very distincL And I was
touched by the beauty. love and joy that was in her "Sonnet
For a Blessed Son of Grace" along with the pain.
I also enjoyed David Ruben.stein's "Hard Tune," although it suffered a bit from the text-flow problems that I
referred to earlier. Again, very nice descriptive prose that
capCurCS the set ting's ambience. I'm ralherpertial to bagpipes
myself,and stories with begpiping in them have added appeal
for me.
Marlt Andrew Garland's story" Anniversary" consists of
only one scene and is told almost entirely as dialogue, but it
is fully realized in its simplicity. Mr. Garland used dialogue
very effec lively to advance the story ste~by-step. And the
characteriza lions seem reali1.cd and fully developed.
"The Crimson Baries" by Deb<rab L. Hunt was harder
for me to follow, especially in figwing out why the elf would
flee in terror from something it had previously demanded.
And in a scene which featured action by two characters, I
found it hard to keep track of which characia the pronoun
"he" was suppost.d to refer to as one characta reacled to the
other's actions. It helped that the story• s point of view stayed
consistent, but I'd still havelikedafew more" Alec's" thrown
in to replace some of those "he's" to make the scene betweea
Alec and the elf easier to follow.
Gwenylh E. Hood's "Sweet as Muscatel" gave me the
pleasant sur }Ese of disproving my assumptions about what
was going to happen nexL The wine cellar scene made me
anticipate a parallel se quence of events with Edgar Allen
Poe's "The Cask of Amonlilla do," but when Prospero (Ms.
Hood's incarnation of "Fortunato" ) left the wine cellar unharmed, my preconceived expectations were disproven, and
I was glad that they were. And the revelation at the end gave
a suqEsing and refreshing new twist to the old "bargain with
the devil" plot device.
My apologies to Bonnie B. Kennedy, but I did not get
her "Un earthly Pun." I assume that, because they are capitalized, the pun has something to do with the words "Bored to
Death." It may be that I missed something in my reading of
the story; if not, and if others had the same reaction, she might

want to keep that in mind in getting the joke across so that its
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point is more readily understood. In any case, I could find no
hidden or double meaning in the phrase in addition to its
referring back to "a monotonous, boring routine of daily
living," and I couldn't justify considering the phrase a pun
with just that implication alone. I'm afraid that for me, the
story did not live up to the definition of what its title promised.
Over all, I liked the variety of backgrounds and settings
that were utilized by the various writers. There is a nice
diversity represented in your selection of stories and poems,
and I enjoyed otbt.r readers' ttaCtions to past stories and to
your "Mythic Circle Cirvay," especially the argumentapinst
developing a closed forum. The results of the "Cirvay" were
ra1her difficult to intttpret; for the most part, the numbers
were just thrown out and it was leftup to the readr.r to figure
out what they indicated. I feel that the w<X'k should have been
done for me, and should have been incorpora1ed into the
presentation.
Cynthia M. Parkhill
Calistoga. California
Dear Mythic Circle

It is with slightly mixed feelings that I saw TMC #11 proud that the infant I co-mothered is able toddle off without
me, but a twinge of - regret. perhaps? - that I pove to be
dispensable. This may be heightened by the fact that my son
jmt turned 21 and is looking for an apartmenL ..
That out of the way, I must say that I particularly enjoyed
Charles Scbabel's analogy (in his LOC) that "Love is not like
instantcoffeeandneedstimetobrew."Aftatwenty-fiveyears
of suffering the slings and arrows of outtageom hormones,
I've come to believe in lust at first sight but not love. Fascination, definitely. We live in a culture that encknes the other
myth.
In response to Tina's "no new sames" theory (read my
lips?), I do believe there are new stories out there but that most
plot ouilines follow a few basic themes, and that's okay. Our
lives have a great deal in common and yet each one is worth
living to ib fullest; the similarity is no reason to quiL
I find it difficult to comment on David Sparenbag's
poetry as I accepted it (lo, many years ago!) and it still makes
it for me. Woodtrlul marriage of poem and illo for Gwyneth
Hood's "Signs of the Tunes." And "The Prodigal Son's Older
Brothe.r..• " by Dirt Verhulst was highly evocative and brought
to mind sevenl dear (but bizarre) friends. His other w<X'k is
also powerful: capturing the omrzworldly upect of an emergency room; disturbing me with images of a boy drowning in
weeds.
I like "F.nforced Adaptation," I think in part because it
reminds me thematically of a piece of fiction I've been working on & off (mostly off) for years; maybe I just like the
concept of mutated humam. I also enjoy the dog knowing
more than she does.
I am charmed and a little confused by "Sun-Tune"- what
kind of liule girl is Mryeshta,really? F.nigmatic but appealing.

"The Light That Was L<rainne" is beautiful and moving,
though I find it just a little vague in the final intaaction with
Lorainne: bow did she come to admire Alan? How did he help

her? But if one examines a souffle too closely it may collapse;
better to eat it while it's hot. •.

to her use of language. She's a good storytelle.r and I think
her work ought to be selling.

"A Special Bus" is enchanting: is it the result of an
endowment or is it a side jaunt into faene? Charles Rampp
does a wonderful job of tapping into Qyde's mental state:
depressed; discouraged; putting himself down; and then,
without being quite aware of why or bow, the improvement;
the certainty that life is worth living. Sweet and succinct
"Runemaster" never quite engages me and I'm not sure
why; perhaps simply that I don't lite Emerad, so I don't care
about him, and I don't know enough of anyone else to care
about them, either.
"The Theft of the Swi" is another well-crafted tale from
Doug Rossman, accompanied by a beautiful illo by NancyLou Patterson (I'm an unabashedfan: NLP can do no wrong).
"Cat's Paw" is a story I want to lite but it's problematic:
a tale which could be almost epic in scope, (girt child sold
into bondage amid the fall of a great house, manages to cope
with her brutish life, learns her true identity, identifies and
learns to hate he.r cousin, takes up with a mercenary, maslUS
arms in four weeks (give me a break!), confrontsher uswping
cousin, discovers he's an all right guy, is possibly engaged,
and wins he.r birthright) all compressed down to a few pages;
a false analogy made between white hart and Cat (a grown
deer can choose to leap a fence or not; a child unde.r the age
of 13 or so has no such capacity - thus Cat at best might have
run away (she would not have been free to "walk away" as
she was sold into bondage) from the village perhaps a few
years earlier, a mercenarywho might as well be her guardian
angel (hey, that's a promising concept); well-you see what
I mean. "Cat's Paw" could have been a rich and hearty ale but
it turns out to be Kool-aid ... I'd really lite to see Amy Wolf
tell this tale as if it's worth telling, and I think it is.
I'd also love to know about this great. biz.am> tree on
Bonnie Callahan's cover (beautiful but repoduced a liale
faint), complete with curious three-legged bird and a circuls'
thaw around the roots. Somebody sbouJd write a story ...
And finally, I was tickled to nocc the appearance of
Roberts St Evans Malaise in the pages of #11. Kudos to a
very pregnant Tina, Christine, and Paul Nolan Hyde for
putting together a fine issee,
((I suppose it might be a liale lite cheating to write a
LOC for #10, the last is,,ue I edited. but I'm gonna do it
anyway!))
"Merlusine" is anotbe.r fine story by JanetReedman (and
I'm proud to note that The Mythic Circle has encouraged a
handful of comistently good writers-~ maybe it's wen-·
ingl). I might qwbble about dense vocabulary but I believe
that choice is reserved for the author. Hopefully it's a conscious choice: the use of foreign and wiusual words, and their
added precision and mood-establishing qualities, versus the
use of more simple language and the unimpeded forward
momentum it allows. Each choice bu an impact on the reader
and in my own limited experience I've seen more reade.rs put
off by the former than the latter. But I think most good writers
have a composite reader for whom they write (often the
reader-side of themselves) and I uust Janet's reader respon<b

•Sea Spiders" is an incredible piece, powerful and fascinating. It leaves me wanting more- who is this great bronze
god and who are these people?
I really enjoyed Jill Solnicki's poems, particularly the
fairy-tale based ones. I particularly like the way "Sleeping
Beauty• and "Snow White Speaks Out" blend into each other
and he.r prods me to wonder about the sexist advantages of
sleeping maidens: they are appreciative and inexperienced,
their beauty unmarred by the ravages of time and care - the
pafcct •trophy wife" I

Dan Ryan (16 when be wrotc "The Chainj shows great
promise and a way with words; I lite his altered ending and,
truth be told, I prefer Romeo tlltd Jllliet with a happy ending!
(as in the ve.rsion contained within Nicholas Nickleby or here,
as contrived by Dan).
"Janus Winkt.d" is an interesting solution to the problem
of mortality; I wonder whether the pauan continues to
repeat?

Owen Neill tells so much so succincdy in "Lobalgrin• the songwrita in me (deliver the whole ball of wax in 3
minutes) especially apptteiafes his evocalive and preclae U1C
of language.
I enjoyed the overlay d David and Goliath upon Arthurian legend ("Giants of Avalon"); I don't recall 1CCing it
befOl'C.
I like Erin Lale's fierce energy in "the Beuayecr.
"Ml.A." is, I suppose, a soft and wondering iesponae to
Kafka's beede, but knowing bow brief and fngile is a
buu.erfly's cxisamce I found the tale's "Pollyarma" tone and
lack of reaolution unsatisfactory.
·
I would have enjoyed a liWc more from Rhea Role's
"Untitled. poem; there wa the hint of
achanc md
paucm, but then it would J)lll out and leave me aomewblt
disappointed.
"Caimwoman• so effectively capcures the defeatist selfloadling d its fat liule heroine that I wanr.ed to grab he.r by
the shoulders and shake he.ti But I also found her *Y
accepcancedtheCaimwanan
unlikdy,i.c. •you'vecatainly seen some thinp, haven't you?• as a response inslad of
the cooclusion the old woman wa mad. It's a nice moral but
a conttived story.
I found "the Magus" bocb odcDy compelling anddi.aatisfying. The prose was stilted and strange, a rault, I suppoee,
of being so dialogue- heavy. I don't know how effectively
Greek aragcdie,, bes modem retellinp, but I did find it
intaesting.
I really lite the 3 closing poems, "Walking on Royal
Carpets," "Meteorite," and "Elfin Come.r TRlCS.• F.acb with a
very different voice and each effectively transmits its mood

mymc

andseose.

LYnn Maudlin

Altadena, CA
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Thanks, Lynn.for the tktailed comments. Our authors
probably liJce to see the editorial tlUnking, and Lynn's letter
shows it. Please read on; Lynn has also sent us an explanation
o/The MytlUc Circle's link to the Mythopoeic Society, and an
announce metu of a change in pricing for future subscriptions. -- TC
Dear Bditors,
Thank you for the JatestMytlUc Circle. There seems to be
a trend in the issues I read. You appear to pick a set of stories
that I think are good every other issue. I was not very fond of
the stodes you printed last time; this time I thought the stories
were, on the whole, well written.
"The Theft of the Sun" by Douglas A. Rossman was a nice
story wriuen in an easy-to-read style, as was "The Rune
Master," by Conda V. Douglas, "The Light That Was Lorraine,
" by Dan O'Keefe, and "A Special Bus" by Charles Rampp.
These are all near- professional in quality, in my opinion. I
wonder if the authors of any of these attempted to submit them
for professional publication, and if so, what excuses the editors
gave for rejecting them, fCX' I find very little wrong with them.
(Some polishing might be called for, but that is all.)
"Passage in the Night" by Brian Mason was fine so far as
it went, but it came to a rather abrupt halt. I think some further
devel opment at the end would have improved it, "Enforced
Adaptation" by V.W. Massie was also interesting, but also
suffered from a weak ending. "Sun-Time" by Suzanne Burgoyne Dieckman had an interesting start, but I did not understand the ending. "Cat's Paw" by Amy Wolf started out well,
but the ending was a little too convenient and simplistic.
I noted that Charles R. Schabel proposed collaboration
among "Mythic Circle" writers. I am a veteran of a colJaborative task: I wrote a novel in colJaboration with four other
people. The effort took three years. We were all satisfied with
the result; we all thought that the novel was a better one than
any of us could have produced separately. But it took discipline
and detennination. Ahbough we resolved differences amicably, and although we are still all speaking with each other,
collaborations have the potential fCX' disastrous results, both in
the writing and in interperSonal relations. I would therefore
suggest that anyone considering writing anything incolJaboration with someone--even if writing a short story with only one
other person--be very cautious. Agree beforehand whether the
other person can finish the stay alone if one drops out, for
imtance (we had two people drop out of our novel-writing
effort.) Try not to start unless every party has a common goal
and a high level of motivation. In short, keep in mind that
colJaboration is not necessarily a simple solution to the problem of not being able to get one's writing published professionally.
Joan Marie Verba
Minnetonka. Minnesota
I believe-I may be wrong bere--tha: Charles envisioned
his proposed collaboration as a forum/or the writers to learn
each other's strengths (or at least observe those strengths in
action.) A polished stylist has much to impart to the less-artic-
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ulat« inventor of brilliant plots, and vice versa. TIUs seems
worthwhile, even if their joint product is not published.--TC

Dear Editors-I read your magazine with great interest. I was impressed
by the very high quality of the stories and poetry you included.
Douglas A. Rossman's "The Theft of the Sun" was superb, though Frey's Scarlet Pimpemel-ish persona was a bit
disttacting for me. Both his incongruity and his bombast were
amusing,andldidn'tknowiftheauthorintendedtbaLDespite
this, however, I thought the stay, the language and the
author's sense of character were just wonderful. The illusttation seemed a bit stiff for the piece.
I also particularly enjoyed V.W. Massie's "Enforced
Adaptation." It had a wonderfully-realized, almost tactile,
atmosphere of rain: the seeping damp, the moldy smell, the
heavy air, the lack even of dry food. This convincing detail
lent great crcdiblity to the underlying story.
"The Rune Master" by Conda V. Douglas is enjoyable-classic fantasy--though rather grim. The story would be more
powerful, I think, if Emerad were more appealing. But the
author has shaped him effectively as he stands.
Among the poems. those written by Dirk Verhulst and
Gwenyth Hood were especially impressive {though completely different in style). Ms. Hood seems almost effortless in bee
mastery of the more traditional verse forms; Mr. VethuJst
creates quietly disturbing effects with his free verse, Both arc
writing at a professional level.
The illusttalions were good and generally effective. illuminating the poems and stories which they accompanied. I
liked the flowing quality of the drawing framing "Seamist for
Two Voices."
Ann Blackwell
Sacramento, California

Thanks/or the letter. This type offeedbad:, with detail,
is useful/or ow authors.--TC

Gentle Readers:
Hello again, Lynn Maudlin here, tbis time in my capacity
as Membership Secretary for the Mythopoeic Society - the
non-profit organization that underwrites the production of
The MytlUc Circle.
Those of you who are already members of the
Mythopoeic Society know that we've undergone a change in
the structure of the Society. In the past, membership was
acquired by subscribing to eitha Mythlore, the Society's
quarterly journal, or Mythprint, the Society's monthly
newsletter. This has been changed and now one pays a SS.00
annual fee for membership in the Society.
With this change the Mythopoeic Society has instituted
members' and non-members' subscription prices fCX' Society
publications. Currently, the non-member price is equal to the
member price plus SS.00, so the real break comes when a
person subscribes to more than one publication.

What the new program bodes for The Mythic Circle is
that the subscription price for Mythopoeic Society members
is dropping (!!!can you believe it?!!!) down to $13.00 for
three issues and the non-member price is rising to $18.00.
Individual non-members may join the Society by sending
$5.00 to The Mytbopoeic Society and with membership they
will receive voting rights and the opportunity to buy other
Society items at members' prices, but libraries and institutions must pay the full non-member price.
The Mythic Circle has a higher percentage of non-member subscribers than either Mythlore er Mythprint so in a way
this change hits us harder. But, to look at it from a different
angle, it also means The Mythic Circle has a greater opportunity to bring new members in to the Society, folks who
might enjoy subscribing to other Society publications or
attending the annual conference= or becoming more active
participants in this Society which has believed in and sup-

the concept of a writers' roundtable in print for so
many years. To that end, an order fonn has been enclosed
with this issue of The Mythic Circk in the hope that more of
you will join this non-profit organizadon and become more
involved with The Mythopoeic Society.
-- Lynn Maudlin
ported

•s~g
of the annual contererce, our next Mythcon
is a special celebration of the centenary of J.R.R. Tolkicn's
birth, combiried with the (British) Tolkien Society's annual
Oxonmoot - the result? The J.R.R. Tolkien Centenary Co.nference. There are still some spaces available and prices rise
after the end of this year, so if you 're interested in a week-loog
conference in Oxford, England, August 17-24, 1992, write
for more details to me (Lynn Maudlin) in my capacity as
North American Booking Officer. P.O. Box 394; Altadena.
CA91001.

THE MAN OF AN UNCERT A1N ADDRESS
by lala heine-koehn
Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde were my neighbours at one time. We used to chat across
the fence, discuss the weather due the next day, sometimes our dual problems.
Since I moved away to a hedged neighbourhood, we see each other less frequently.
Involved in myths since I was little, I followed the call this year again, am
still here, nine thousand miles away, thirty five days lala'. Dr. Jekyll and
Mr. Hyde, who have been always thoughtful and kind, sent me a crate with broken
pieces of crockery, excavated on Hydra, which, they claimed, in the small note
they attached, should prove useful to me for I am now in its vicinity.
Busy with one particular myth, I follow it for several kilometets each day,
but at times, the myth flies away to remote areas which, if it wun't for
Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde's tbougblful gift, would reduce me to sitting idly on
the balcony of the place I live now. (The place belongs to a man of an uncertain
address but who in spite of it, insists, I share his bed and kitchen table
whether he is here or not.)
On such days, I collect the broken pieces of crockery from shelves, kitchen

cupboards, the bathroom windowsill, which is dangerously narrow, but I am
running out of space. I take them to the balcony, to make them fit. Never
good at jigsaw puzzles, I often get mixed up, pick up the odd shard belonging
to the man. One jug though is almost whole, missing a small piece from its
bottom and a spout only. I am waiting fer the man to return from whatever
address he is at present, to ask him, has be not, by oversight, packed away
the missing pieces before he left. For I want to finish that one jug at least,
to drink from it to thebealth of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, my two formec neighbours
who were always to me so thoughtful and kind.
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The Seventh Bellkeeper of Vienna
by Dennis Bock
n the silence of his violin days (for he composed
vecy little during that sad time) Mozart slept while
he could. at the height of day when all of Vienna
was loud and alive with accident and arguments.
•
castrations.rehearsals, fist-fights and anthems. He
sat dumbly at his window and looked out onto the city and
sadly welcomed the din of hard cobblestone into his sleepweary brain. At the stroke of noon. when the cacophony of
the city was at its peak, hungry diners jostled for tables and
frustrated cabbies hollered over stalled traffic, lunchtime
ttiangles clanged from hidden doorways and outside his open
window the biggest belltower of all Vienna chimed its twelve
glorious chimes.
In those days violin sonatas tortured Mozart's dreams.
Sleep was no longer the bringer of unknowable pleasures but
a dark and haunted gallery in which echoed a parody of the
music he had once heard in the light of day and in the laughter
of children. In the unforgiving violins he heard the angry clap
offootsteps tumbling through dripping alleyways,the startled
cries of a thousand childrens' nightmares, the envy of the
unborn and the sobbing of the dead.
"How poor Mozart's eyes droop these days!" the
townspeople said as the exhausted composer walked by a
store window. "Those circles under his eyes!"
In anticipation of the bells, he would set himself at his
window with five or ten minutes to spare to watch the coming
of the hour. Below, the city clamored loud loud loud but still
not loud enough to drown out the thousand mad violin sonatas
that would haunt his sleep. When the hour came the bells burst
forth from the tower across the way and throughout the town
Vienna's six belltowers clanged stupidly, clanged blissfully.
The whole of Austria plugged its ears as it ran for lunch and
weary Mozart, insanely tired, listened to all the bells in
Austria finally, ttiumphantly drown out the perverse sonatas
of his violin days, and fell asleep.
Although he only slept for a moment or two he felt
refreshed. He knew that as long as he was awake the tormenting sonatas could only play noiselessly in his unconscious to
the buried secrets and forgotten promises of his childhood. So
it was that Mozart began living his life between the heralding
of the cathedral bells, the coming and going of the hour,
sleeping briefly, sleeping quickly beyond belief under the
tolling of the bells that shook Vienna like an earthquake and
lulled the tormented composer with the ease of an enchanted
lullaby.

"Our poor Mozart looks like he hasn't slept in a hundred
years," Ursula Holtmeir said to her sister. "What burden our
young genius bears!"
It was indeed a mystery why he staggered about the town
in this condition.. Some said it was drinking, some said it was
whoring. The Gypsies on the outskirts of Vienna said that
death had presented Mozart bis greatest commission and the
sleepless composer was simply in training for his imminent
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journey. All through the town there was speculation. With
rusty pocket knives old men charted his wanderings in the
deep grains of empty wine casks, scholars argued over historical analogies and insomniacs of all themes took to worshipping their new patron saint
Soon he began to grow used to the ritual of the bells. He
was always tired, horribly tired, but a day did not go by when
grateful Mozart dido 't silently commend the builders of
Vienna's six ttemendous cathedrals and thank God for the
twenty-four hours of each day. He reasoned quite rightly that
had there been any less he would surely have lost his mind.
Like a youthful lover he began to woo the authors of his
enchantment the six bellkeepers who guarded his secret as
they cherished the very bells with which they were entrusted.
Mozart could be spotted at all hours wandering about the city
with armfuls of packages, bags hanging from his teeth, his
pockets bulging with oranges. At first the town's shopkeepers
raised their eyebrows at his unusual requests for boxes of
candies, bags of spices, families of rag dolls, yards of silk and
crates of wine. But as the days and weeks passed, they began
to expect him at certain times and now welcomed him with
great smiles and handshakes.
During the day he greeted the other shoppecs as he made
his rounds, politely chatted with the cashiers and licked his
lips delightfully as he watched the girl behind the counter
wrap yet another box of figs. Shortly after the coming of the
new hour he would return empty-handed to the same shops
vigorously rubbing his red eyes and humming a secret
melody. During the nights he joked with the men in the pubs
and carefully stepped over sleeping drunks as he made his
way through dank and narrow streets to the next great
cathedral.
Mozart would arrive a liale before the hour in order IO
share some wine with Franz or fat Otto, marinade figs with
Lutz or Reinholt. or recite lusty rhymes with the young
bachelors Guntei or Tomas. He would surrender his presents
joyfully to an amazed bell.keeper and then with thirty seconds
before the coming of the hour he would scramble madly IO
the very top of the tower and curl up next to the tremendous
bells. As the keeper began to heave at the heavy ropes the first
hint of sleep would come over him and always by the second
tug the clamor of the enormous bells overwhelmed Mozart's
maddening dream sonatas. For a few moments he would sleep
blissfully, free of his musical nightmares. Instead of drunken
marching bands he heard in the bells the music of angels.
Within a few months he was so at ease with his strange ritual
that he found himself more and more rested. and more and
more enchanted by the somnolent beauty of the bell.keepers'
art.

To all but the bell.keepers it continued to be a mystery
why Mozart carried on as he did. He walked around town with
baskets of gifts and yards of colorful materials draped across
his shoulders. Some of the more curious tried to follow him
to the source of his mystery but always lost sight of the

composer in the crowded markets or dark side streets of

Vienna. He still looked a little tired but that. so the
townspeople began to think. was expected of such an odd
man. He often walked about the town-oblivious of the straw
in his hair from the belfries in which he slept and the ancient
dust that ran up the side of his body. New in Mozart, however.
was a glow more glorious and radiant than any had ever seen.
As he walked merrily through town, the same people who had
remarked about his drooping eyes now commented on the
pinkness of his skin and the light of joy that shone in his eyes.
His neighbors and acquaintances said he had heard the word
of God. Others thought be hadccmpletedhis ultimate masterpiece. There was silent speculation all through the town.
Some asked of him directly, "Mozart. why is it that you are
so happy?" to which hewould giggle and do a jig in the middle
of the lane.
While Vienna spoke of the composer, puzzled and
curious. Mozart secretly watched the construction of the
mystery that was the source of his unbounded excitement
Seven years before, the King had decreed that Austria commemorate the birth of its new Prince with the construction of
the greatest cathedral of all Europe. The well-rested Mozart
of seven years earlier had hardly raised an eyebrow to the
royal announcement (for he was a musician and not a prophet)
and now. seven years later, standing in the shadow of the
King's vanity, he recalled how he had silently reproved the
King's poor taste as he presented the minuet of his lowest
student copied in the famous composer's hand in honor of the
King's remarkable fecundity. In the shadows Mozart
reminisced as he breathlessly watched the royal craftsmen cut
each block, each beam, each stained window and fit them
lovingly, one by one, day after day upon the growing structure
until one spring morning he emerged from the shadows to
behold Vienna's seventh belltower. In the belfry the gray
bells hung against the sky and Mozart. shaking with excitement, was nearly overcome with sleep with the mere imaginings of the tremendous clamor of which the new cathedral
was surely capable.
As the tears of the cathedral's last stone angel dried in
the spring sun, Mozart ran wildly through the town looking
for the nearest tower to beg for the position of Vienna's
seventh bellkeeper. So excited with his fantasy was Mozart
that only when be got to the top of the stairs did he see that
he had come to Otto's tower. His mouth was dry and he
trembled madly, for he knew it was up to Vienna's six
bellkeepers to appoint the seventh. Before be could open his
mouth fat Otto exclaimed, "Wolfgang, we cannot wait any
longer. The King has been waiting for our announcement of
who will tend the new bell. We need someonewho shares our.
passion, one who knows the enchantment of the bells. But it
cannot be Mozart the great composer. The King would have
our heads."
Upon hearing this Mozart's heart fell so heavily that the
great bells of Otto's tower resonated with the lament of lost
dreams.

"Take heart Wolfgang. You shall be the keeper of the
seventh belltower, but only we shall know as much."
He knew very well that the six could not simply declare
him the new bellkeeper. Vienna, indeed the world, felt that
the master owed them something, that Mozart possessed the
gift of God. He could not simply throw his hands in the air
and say, enough. Surely the authorities would think him mad
and lock him up.
During those last few weeks Mozart made himself the
object of everyone's attention. If the townspeople had thought
him mad before. buying boxes of silk and sneaking around
corners in the middle of the night with pockets full of fruit,
they now lost all patience. Feeling very foolish, he moped
around the town looking for the largest crowds to frown in
front of, poured bottles of liquor over his clothes and paraded
upwind of the most temperate ladies in Vienna. He got into
howling matches with every gentle citizen he could and
kicked sleeping dogs where they lay. When he felt his
mother's sense ofpropriety and decency welling in his breast,
the promise of the bells sang to his troubled conscience and
once again acbeeusof howlingmuttscchoed through the back
streets of Vienna.
For the coming of the hour Mozart continued to disappear from sight and slept soundly in a bed of sttaw under the
enormous clamor and dreamed of the day he would learn the
secret music of the bells. One day after the chimes he awoke
and descended from the loft saatching his head.
"Just a little longer." Otto said with a patient smile.
Why the bellkeepers had insisted that he carry on in such
a despicable way he had no idea until that next Thursday when
every newspaper in Austria reported The Tragic and
Mysterious Death of the Great Mozart. That Mozart had died
during his last fit of madness was a deduction .that even the
town idiot could have made, for it was no secret how strangely
he had acted during those final weeks of his life. That night
Vienna's Gypsies danced slowly to sad and drunken songs in
celebration of a death fcxetold as the credulous townspeople
sat around their wann dinntt tables and wondered why it
hadn't happened sooner. He never found out how his friends
had engineered his death or where they ~bly could have
found a cadaver of such convincing likenes,,. Perhaps they
bad bribed the town coroner with untold riches.

1banJcfu1 Mozart never thought to question the details of
the scheme and on the day of his first death he entered the

great iron doors of Vienna's newest belltower and ran up the
spiral stairs in near ecstasy. His friends joined him that day
in a small celebration during which they formally initiated
him into the circle of the bellkeepers, and from that day all
the townspeople of Vienna would scratch their beads and
remark bow curious it was that their seventh belltower never
seemed to chime more than twice before its great bells fell
silenUl
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EXILE AND MENDING
for Vayomi Lelante Ellegala
by David Sparenberg
"I am dark but lovely, daughters of Jerusalem."
-Song of Songs
Peace to you, Shulammue maiden!
Waiting
tears at the heart of hope. But love is as
strong as deaih=afire out of Heaven flaming,
flashes of the floor of corundum, sapphires
of the highest throne; the vitalforce of the hayyot,
the light that scintillates from ofanim who turn
in constant rapture of the King who is a Queen,
of the Queen who is King
and more.
In your tomorrow a prince is hidden. In
the wonder
of your body aflame is at rest.
Awaken, o flame of consciousness,
beside your mother's waters! (She who was
noblest
in giving-for she gave herself, illumined
the alien to the dignity of sacrifice.) With eyes
she spoke: "God is the quietest ... "
Emerge
out of silence, o Shulammite;
silence that is haven in your absence of home.
Remove this burden in exchange for another.
Let the prince break out of living darkness.
Let his voice send peace to shores
and waters, touching islands and hinterlands.
I am no Solomon beforeyour grandeur,
but a desert Elijah with a cloak of faith.
Somewhere there arose
the eyes of loving.
Bright the lights of angels
shone above.
Somewhere in the forest
haunts were murmurs.
Footsteps had defiled
the chamber doors.
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"Here," I said and
pointed with a finger,
"here sat that still
believing heart."
Somewhere when the senses
were confounded,
hunters had concealed
the virgin's heart.
Children of the fountains
mouths stood open.
Gateways to the garden
were ajar.
Even in our mouths the
breath was broken.
Somewhere in the heights a
dying star.
The price of arrogance is exile. The price
of rebellion is defeat. --We were innocent as
children.
"What is love?" the outsiders challenged. "/s God
a fallacyfor mortal lust?" Innocence is trampled
and trust is smothered
by hatred's hate.
In Kabba/ah there is written: It is good to join
what should be joined and to part
what should be parted. It is evil
to join what should not be joined
and to part what should not be paned.
Indifference too is evil.
Love is solution,
when we find it.
The branch
of the cherry tree
wafts its secrets
over our heads.
It whispers

'Take me!
for I am given
by the Lord of life
as a gift
to your labors,
that you learn
the circle ofpassion
that grows
from these tender blossoms,
and eat
the red twilights
of coming and going
in union.
Mostly this:
You must rejoice!"
Had we known before,Shulammite
woman,
the measure of time, the season appointed!

But who receives the tradition between life's
lines?
Reads white fire on black fire written?
The message of dancing letters?
Who could have heard
So complete a summons? --Ufe is confusion!
Silence
is your medium, guardian of the vineyard
primeval cherub. Where is the maiden
who smelled of the orchard? The watchmen
struck us
when our hearts were broken.
They left us sundered
and we longed formending.
"Mostly," the gift tree whispers,
"a phoenix from ashes,
shoes for the exile, eyes
for blind Rachel."
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THE STARS ARE CARING TRAVELERS
by Paul Newman

I

he day had been a wonderlilled one for all. as the
family's four living generations had been reunited
for this holiday spent in the country air at the farm
of one of its members. All afternoon the children
had frolicked with the farm's domestic animals
and with the creatures of the adjacent forest. Their parents,
freed from the usual responsibility of guiding the children in
their activities, had spent the day reacquainting themselves
with each other's lives, enjoying especially the company of
those families who lived too distant for frequent meetings.
The older generations, including several of the great
grandparents, had passed the time in relaxation and in
reminiscence. Memories recalled of the family's past had
lightened the hearts of the old to glow with vitality not unlike
that of youth.
Now summer's dusk lingered on the countryside, the air
grew still and the birds quieted, and as the twilight's colors
passed to night, the children were assembled near the front
porch of the house to listen to stories told by the old. Tales
were recited that stirred the spirits of the young to aspire to
the futures ahead of them. Great heroes and heroines, real and
fictional, were described. Stories were told of everyday life
and of fancy and adventure, as were fables that appealed
especially to the youngsters' imaginations.
The stars were brightly shining and most of the youngest
children asleep by the time each of the storytellers had taken
a tum. Parents now guided drowsy children to bed, some
needing to be carried, but several of the oldest children
plaintively insisted on hearing more, enrapt as they were in
the spell of the stories. The calm beauty of the warm night
and the enjoyment of the stiries had entranced the childrens'
parents as well. Not so long ago they had lain where these
young ones lay now, at the feet of the old, who spoke with
depthless wisdom of life's passings. A silence settled upon
them all, the younger waiting, the older gazing into the night
and the magnificence of the heavens. All seemed as one.
The spell was interrupted by the meek voice of one of the
young girls, whoaskedhergrandmotherandmother'smother
to tell a story about the twinkling stars. In the darkness no one
could discern the twinkling in the old woman's eyes as she
listened to the child's request Once many, many years ago,
she bad asked this very question of her own grandmother. She
cast now her aged eyes skyward and she began a story.
"Away long ago, before the history of our own ancestors,
a people lived in this land. Peace and simplicity filled their
habits. Their ways were in harmony with Nature and its
cycles. The wisdom and joy of this people spread li.kesunrays,
flowed like water to nearby and to faraway places ... and
others from those places began to journey here to learn and
to seek to gain their own lives from such a people.
"Among these visitors were some never made content
enough by the giving of their hosts. However happy they were

m
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made to feel by their gracious hosts, they would soon enough
grow dissatisfied after they returned to their own homelands.
And some of the outsiders, the most selfish, grew bitter
towards their benefactors, accusing them falsely of evil and
deceit for not sharing what the accusers, themselves ungrateful and envious, imagined to be great secrets. The evil and
deceit they spoke of were really within the greedy accusers
themselves ...
"And, just as the spreading of sun and water can bear
natural goodness, the spreading of the distrust, envy, and
greed from these ungrateful visitors began to claim the eyes
and hearts of the very children of the benevolent hosts. This
much saddened the children's parents, who felt themselves to
be in this world simply to live in sharing.
"At last, unable to sustain their living's joy amidst such
influence, that people left this earth, for the goodness of their
living dream had such power as to let them. And they traveled
away in all directions to the heavens, in seeking another world
for their children's happiness.
"That was long, long ago ... and yet still, after each day's
wearying search among the heavens, in the fullness of their
hearts, they look back to this world, in memory and celebration of the life they once knew on earth, and also to encourage
the goodness they know is still here. The joy glowing in their
hearts and the happiness shining in their eyes we can see
tonight, as the stars in the sky. Just look, to see the love they
spread to us! They might never return, but maybe, guided by
their memory, we will shine in our own lives as brightly!"
The stars were radiant as all gazed skywards. Then they
watched the brief streaking glow of a falling star disappearing
toward the earth's horizon.
"You see the falling star! One of the old ones among them
is dying, passing away ... That is sad but, even in fading, there
is a light pure and guiding.
"So, to bed now and, when you close your eyes to sleep,
have no fear, for your friends in the sky shine upon you, as
they have through the ages. And strive to live your best .. start,
tonight, and may your dreams be shining!"

IL-L YRAN'S SONG FOR

MIDSUMMER
(from The Ring ofAdonel)
by Sarah Beach
Light lay soft in dreaming gloom.
Darkness then did roam and drift.
No sudden shift in blue dome
Where morning-foam made light lift.
Softly sighing sleep of birth,
There the breaths of dark times slip.
Dorchaile walking whips his mirth,
Dearth of knowing gleams he grips.
Darkness deep in heart and mind
Bids him bind himself to dark.
Dart of envy, anger bends,
Rends tu blood in streaming starts.
Aelianus struck in eye,
Streaming light in sky and smoke,
By the stroke in heavens high
Gave a cry from kindling cloak.
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Flaming blood upon sky Step,
Down the steep streaming fire came.
Maimed, did Aelianus weep
That darkness deep should bear blame.
From grief came glory to glow,
From foul blow to mountain cleaved,
Brief earth-bound tor where flames grow,
The sunshine shows to light leaf.
Dorchaile in flight sees gold sun.
None of shadows soothes his spite.
For the bright deed which was done;
As one, the Powers lifted light.
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